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"What was Mr. Atteaux's special ser STATE
FIRST,
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THEN TREATIES,
"Mr. Atteaux volunteered to go to
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'matters and do what he could to ar- iange a sel'lement."
Atteaux's offer was not made in
Dweltey's presence.
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Washington, D. C, May 2?,. Chris.
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The Dead:
TARIFF
TO HEAR ANY MORE
mittee of Progressive Republicans
It. C. Smith, oiler.
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AFTER
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j
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27.
Alma Miller, oiler.
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place?"
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Bock is from Moline, Illinois.
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contemplated treaty on the very
One of the girls said she was native
ment of its dispatch. Let the cloture
if European capitalists neWilliam H. Dwelley, Jr., treasurer of ENGLAND'S KING
horn, but the police doubt her story.
cf the senate be removed. Throw oner, WILSON ACTS ON
the Huerta loan and oledgr
the American Woolen company, .v?
gotiate
of
Bneak a
PLEADS FOR PEACE the doors."
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APPEALS
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Mr.
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Berlin, May 23. King Oeorge of
t
Fi ance to oollect this loan might
Not in session; meets 2 p. m. Monthat he had settled in full with
purporting to show thc possi
England, at present the guest of
direction peror William here, spoke earnestly bility of corporation control of land.
;voke war with Mexico. He asked til" day.
At Mr. Wood's
teaux.
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Presi23.
D.
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Washington,
'.ministers to make his statement prh
continued
Finance
Dwelley made out the check and today on the necessity for the main- which would be made possible to althirto
commuted
WITNESS STAND
'lie.
voucher. That was the day, ho said, tenance of world peace in replying lowing the importation of "cheap alien dent Wilson today five
hearings on tariff schedules.
teen months the
years sentence
on which the company was paying the to an address presented to him by the U bor."
House.
New York, May 23. The cross-eX- '
"Many of these large employers of imposed on Silas Rich, at Portland.
attorneys in connection with Law- Rritish residents of Berlin, gathered
Representative Sisson in speech at- of James A. Farrell, presi
rence strike affairs.
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government's
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" BUY IT OF CRICHTON.

If

By Rheumatism

IT HAVE

ALL

EVERYONE WHO

WAS

GIVEN

BIG APPROPRIATION

manly troubles. My husband brought
mo some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the first day. It seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but,
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new "vomtin. I
I
think the remedy Is wonderful.
recommen'd It to my friends, for I have
received great benefit from It."
Cardui acts specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
them up to health.
nerIt helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
vous system and relieves the effects ot
and
both
mental
Overwork,
physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vegetable, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some
Who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects of this time
tested woman's remedy, soon show
themselves In many different ways.
Try it.

A

BEEN

Pneumonic, Cronchitli, Asthma and Anemia
Often Direct! the Result of Rheu
matic Blood.

WANTED
A

CHANCE

NOW NEEDED.

By Gilson (lardner.
Washlnctcn. D. C. May 2:!. Ml the
kicks against the K'c!aiatlon seivicr
have been heard. For two and a half
weeks Secretary of Interior Franklin
K. I,ano has been listening to them.
Kverybody was invited who lud any
thing on his mind to come and tell i
or to send somebody to tell it for bin.

RESOLVED THAT
WWILL MAKE! A HIT
A

W

WHEN YOU
WITH
SIZ OUR STOCK Of
GOOD 3Q0P5. WE
5ELECTEP THEM FDR.
YOU THEVARE HERE
AT A FAfL PRICt AHO

vuhl Grippe, Sore Throat ami Slmllnr

Troii ll tn by I lun S. s. S.
Tf yau have a porslBlont.
nnprslni?
brum i.lfil couh beware of ruuh remedies. They are merely lnenl In action,
unci li they do relieve it Is the narcotic, that do It. What you require
is a !(iod purifier, a searching antidote Cat removes from the circulation
the n,.l poisons that by their redoxes
attack ull weakened, susceptible spots
and thus create local symptoms. The
very ln'St remedy known is Swifts
Sure i'lif iinc. You will find it on sale
in any ilmg store at $1.00 per bottle.
It room straight Into the blood, becomes nn internal blood bath, wonderfully stimulates, the increase of red
corpuscles, cures all the locnl fever
spots and Irritations, increases appe
tite, you tnae on tlesh and feel a wonderful sense of renewed strength.
Hunii-edof people worried beyond
control at coufih. pains in the chest,
sore throat and constant expectoration
of thick mucus have experienced the
most wonderful change after using
S. S. S.
All doubt and apprehension
Is jrone, those peculiar pains and aches
vnnirh, there follows a period of most
Intrnso rejoicing to find that worst
fer.ui were based entirely upon a
notion that coush and chest
pairs come from the lunfrs. These
rheumatic
pre
conditions, and you will
quickly realize it after uslnfc's. S. S.
for few d:iys. Oct a bottle of S. f. S.
to-- i'
ly nt the druu store and then say
to nil those pains that have
Ron
d
yon,
to
T'i ite
Swift Specific Po., 137 Swift
Bid;'.. Atlanta, Gn for medical advice
and wonderful facts concerning the
greatest Mood remedy ever known.

They came. They filled the bis office
in the Interior Department to suffocation. They have been talking steadily
now for more than two weeks. Everybody talked The secretary merely
IWE STAND
acted as moderator at this opn
for kickers.
Meads of water users' assentations,
EVERYBODY LIKES A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF APPLAUSE AND
APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW THEY
jaid attorneys for kickers, senatorsHAVE
with grudges, and authors of ealamDONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
iious charges; members of congress;
WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW, FULli
So. vice
c facials of the Reclamation
STOCK OF RELIABLE HARDWARE, AND BY BEING ABLE TO GIVE
a
to
take
haud,
CUSTOMERS JUST WHAT THEY WANT, AND BY MAKING GOOD, HONN. B.
Write to! Lafltts' Advisory Dept. Chattt. everybody was there
nooiia .Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special ,'itnd they did.
EST PRICES, SO THAT EVERYONE WHO BUYS HARDWARE FROM
Inrtructitmn. and
book, "Home Tretmnl
Ar
Xow it all boils down to ti;
US WILL GO AWAY SATISFIED. WE CAN DO NO BETTER ADVERTIS-lr(ot Women,' sent.in plain wrapper on reauest.
THAN TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS AND GET THEIR CONFIappropriation of large dimension is
'desired at the hands of con.tress to
DENCE AND GOOD WILL.
complete projected irrigation w-k- i'
THE
STILL
'more speedily.
WOOD -A second appropriation is aketl at
Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
the hands of congress to investigate
Colonel A, jvhat has already been investigated
Dewing, X. M., May
many and oft and finally to dotnrmine
I! Hilton, of San Antonio, X. M.,
here Tuesday morning in his whether or not there has been a ser
it us waste of funds in connection with
isr, having made the run from Laku the construction of the Salt River
Valley in about two hours and a half.
in Arizona.
Colonel Hilton stated that the road (Uoosevelt dam) project
cost about a hundred tmusiuid
between here and Socorro is in splen- It will,
to decide whether there has
did condition, with a few exceptions, dollars
waste.
been
any
and that a great deal of work is being
A suit is asked between the s att.
done now by the state on the road beol Colorado and the United S';:te!
tween San Marcial and Socorro. Colo
the rights of the state anc'
nel Hilton is still singing the praise3
federal government in the waters avenue, runa north and south through
the
of
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
of his favorite automobile drive
of streams originating in that stf'te the middle. The Santa Fe Realty com
rot) miles above the clouds, 500 miles 'r.r.d
on
is
located
either
pany's property
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoflowing into Xew Mexico.
bide of Don Caspar avenue, reaching
among 10,000 wild turkeys, 500 miles
This is the upshot of what at fi"st
so
rtant part. The grandfather would
trout
and
rainbow
to
100,000
Buena Vista avenue.
among
looked like a general indictment of north
scenic wonders,
cn, including
to
been
'the
this
has
title,
property
be amazed at the radiance of the modthe whole project of government
ruins, historic sites, to which
s tied by action to quiet title. Judge
life.
and
for
a
trial
its
very
ern home and why ail this light? To
drive he attaches the mellifluous SpanThe hearings have brought out a Ct llins, acting as legal adviser. Harish phrase "Varada De Casadoras"
few other facts. For example, that ry D, Moulton, as business manager,
make the home more homelike to make
meaning the trails of the trappers.
on these government ir- will represent Hodge & Cotter, the selsettlers
irany
This scenic drive, so Colonel Hilton
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
rigation projects have encountered ling agents. Mr. Moulton will represays, is without a peer in America. hardships owing to the circumstance sent the Santa Fe Realty company in
for
father, mother and children. Good light
You are never at a less elevation than that
have arrived on the ground the matter of sales.
they
8000
to
rise
Ci'00 feet, and frequently
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
Is
The Santa Fe Realty company
before water was ready and were per
feet above sea level. It, takes in about mitted to take up claims on the desert more intimately under the control of
desired.
50 towns and villages in its circuit of with months before water could be an executive committee,
consisting of
500 miles, and the roads are being put
Lor-iMiguel Otero, Judge
lurnished, loft them at the seasons
into such shape that by midsummer end without money to make payments
C. Collins and Carl A. Bishop, but
in
the whole distance can be traversed
on their lands or to buy necessities a contract has been signed with Hodge
mi automobile in a few days. Colonel These settlors have appealed for eov- - & Cotter giving them power to place
Hilton and chauffeur left last night for trnment assistance and think they the property on the market, and they
Fay wood, where they will spend a ewCHgi,t to have their future payments v, ill begin active selling next Monday.
remitted or that the government The property has all been surveyed
days.
Seven students from the School ot Bliould lend them money at low rates and staked out into lots, and furrows
Jiines at Socorro,- N. If., stopped in!of interest. Xeither the department will be plowed to show the location
Wednesday en route fromjcr congress, however, seriously enter cl unimproved streets and alleys.
In the office of Hodge & Cotter,
Santa Rita to Morenci, Ariz. They are t:: ins this proposition.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
or. a ten day excursion visiting the
Another cause of hardshilip is fount! which will be opened soon, plats of
will be exprincipal mining camps of the south-vest- . ii; freight rates. After the settler haa the entire
IENT as to touch the button and '
The following compose the raised potatoes, for example, he finds hibited, showing the price of each and
your stove is ready to cook your
party: 1'rof. J. T. Graham, Horace them rotting on his hands because it every lot, and the property will be sold
Lyons, Avery Smith, Antonio Abeyte, costs more than they are worth to on a small cash payment and weekly
iron ready to use, your toasted
Martin O. Boyle, Frank Maloit, and 3. transport them to the nearest market cr monthly payments on balance due,
In some cases evidence was presented as purchaser may desire.
,T. Hlebnikoff.
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu"Dan Cupid, Head to show that mistakes had been made
The class-plaum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
by a by the engineers of the Reclamat'on
Ccach," was voted a success
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-large and enthusiastic audience at the service in estimating cost or otherrooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
Crystal theatre last night. The bac- wise in planning for the reclamation
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
calaureate sermon will bo delivered projects. Ju defense it is argued by
lonjght at the Crystal theatre by Rev. the Reclamation service that they Sun
day and night' Estimates and full inforand Wind Bring Ugly Spots, How
There were doing a pioneer job and that it
C. T. Finch, Baptist minister.
mation cheeerfully given.
to Remove Easily.
are eight graduates ot the high school would be impossible to spend $100,- in
Freckle-face- ,
this
without
000,000
a
way
making
Miss
Here's
and
three
chance,
live
boys.
girls
year,
Thoy call atten- to try a remedy for freckles with the
They are as follows: John Deckert, tion also mistakes.
to the fact that they have guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
Russell Cooper, Paul Major, Margaret
in labor will not cost you a penny unless it reRandolph, Susie Mott, Eddie Berry and faced a steadily rising market
I.eona Hubbard. Russell Cooper is and materials. Nobody has charted moves the freckles; while if it does
valedictorian of his class, and Paul that the service has become the vie give you a clear complexion tho ext'.m of either dishonesty, graft or po- pense is trifling.
Major is salutatorian. The class day
Simply get an ounce of othine
exercises are being held this morning. litical favoritism.
Finally, and most significant, is (he double strength from your druggist
Major Jas. R. Waddill will deliver the
conclusion of James J. Hill, repres?:it and a few applications should show
ciass address Thursday evening. Rev.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
critics of the ser- you how easy it is to rid yourself of
Matheson will deliver an address to ir.g the principal
no one must for a moment the homely freckles and get a beautithat
vice,
class
of
the
grammar
the graduating
he ful complexion.
school Thursday morning at the high consider abandoning or curtailing
Rarely is more than
reclamation work, but on the contrary one ounce needed for the worst case.
school.
must be enlarged and carried on
FACTORY WOOD
LUMP
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
The school annual is just out con- it
more rapidly.
Mr. Hill figures that double
is
as
the
othine
this
handWOOD
SAWED
hundred
one
of
strength
LUMP
pages,
sisting
(heTvork has justified itself on econo- prescription sold under guarantee ot
somely illustrated, and filled with in- mic grounds and
WOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
presented figures at
teresting reading matter all contribut- the hearing which show that there is money back if it fails to remove freck'
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
les.
ed by students in the Deming schools. a
great profit to the country, to the
Montezuma
The Homeplot company has com- tailroads,
Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot
and to the homemaker in
pleted a curing shed 20x100 feet for the spending of this great sura of
pouring concrete blocks to be used in money to reclaim arid lands. Speakbuilding, and also for cement tiling, ing of irrigation as applied to dry
be used in installing an under!
lands in Montana, Mr. Tlili
Ma- farming
system.
ground distribution
said that such land worth $18 an acre,
for
soon
be installed
chinery will
yielded to the farmer raising wheat
hoisting gravel right out of the river vpon it a profit of $3.23 an acre above
EGGS FOR HATCHING
ted, dumping it into a revolving Hs labor and costs. The government
Done
screen which will sort out several dif- Irrigation service, at a cost of ST.SG,-125- ,
Referent sizes of gravel and will also
In these days of higher effwaters 219,557 acres, which is av
?
of
separate the sand. From this material average construction charge of $31
in
the
management
iciency
and cement, the concrete blocks are r.n acre. After the water is on it, Mr.
affairs, where do you stand, Mr.
We make Mission Furniture,
is do- Hill figures the land will yield to the
made with which the company
Merchant?
The early hatched Chick makes
'
Shelving, Counters, Steplad
in
work
construction
This lai-1ing extensive
farmer $12.50 an acre.
the Winter Layer
WE invite you to become an
do
all
kinds
and
ders,
the way of fouu and five room bunga- then, cost $:'4 plus $1S, or $25 an acre,
in this newspaper; to
advertiser
of
repairing.
lows on twenty acre tracts near town. end becomes worth $75 an acre, a
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE,
join, if you have not already
Work has begun on a road from the profit of at least $20 an acre. From
done so, the progressive mercuring sheds to town, about a quarter Mr. Hill's railway point of view, a
chants of this vicinity who
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
cf a mile. The road will be graveled project like this increases the producNOVELTY WORKS.
have something of merit to- sell
can
and put in shape so that one team
tivity of that acreage 13 bushels a
315 Palace Ave.
to
Phone 204 J.
of interest
and something
ST.
increases his road's
j .till two yards of gravel at one load. year, which
SANTA FE. N. M.
about it.
157 W.
say
Telephone
freight charge on wheat from that secMany a tale is yet untold
Scratch Pads ct sTA descriptions ao tion to Minneanolis or Dnluth on the
about your store or your busihid
15
so
il.asis
of
cents a bushel,
that
All qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent
ness which if placed before our
Now Mexican offle
levenue is $494,000 annually more
readers would rejuvenate your
than it was, which is more than 7 pet
whole establishment.
cent on" --the engineer's estimate "or
HOW'S THIS?
The game is out in the open
l
(NEW MEXICAN PEINTING CO.
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re-- the work. Therefore, Mr. Hill says
today.
.Local Agents for
is
Case
That
uf
Catarrh
at
reclamation
ward for any
government expens"
and
livest
merchant
The
Cannot se cured by Hall's catarrn Hue
manufacturers tell the public
Cure.
of the merit and superiority of
. . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
their wares.
We, the undersigned, have known F. A MOVEMENT IN
"Elastic" Bookcase
enterThe most successful
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
REAL
CITY
and Desk combined.
believe him perfectly honorable in all
prises in this city are so conbefore the public in the
business transactions and financially
stantly
A Desk Unit with few or
There is going to be a movement in
columns of THE SANTA FE
able to carry out any obligations made
M
Dffjiii
many Book Units as desired.
real estate in Santa Fe soon, and barNEW MEXICAN and other first
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, gains will be found for the man who
class newspapers that when one
desk
bookcase
ever
RfltmTlftiK
and
II
made.
IBi
Toledo, O. j w ants a piece of ground for residence
thinks of any of the many arH
Roomy coovenicrtttrac- Albu&
ot
Cotter,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- purposes. Hodge
ticles of daily trade his mind
nally, acting directly upon the blood querque, are going to handle the
''
turns instantly to one of the
bilities. CJUtWritc or phonr
and mucous surfaces of the system. property of the Santa Fe Realty comstores or one of the particular
us about It.
Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents pany, located on Buena ViBta Heights.
makers whose advertisements
The Buena Vista Loma is bounded on
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
are set forth in these pages.
the south by Carlton street, on the east
Take Hall's Famllv Pills for
by Galisteo street, and Don Gaspar
'or-ur-
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SINGS
ROAD'S PRAISES

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

THE KICKS AGAINST

TampaN Fla. In a letter from tb!s
city, Mrs.'E. C. Corum writes: "I was
all weakened and worn out with wo-

C
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and Strength Back

TO TALK

To Close Out.

Affected

DISCUSSED

WON

Again by The Use of Cardui.

75c

SERVICE Lungs

RECLAMATION

ONE

FRIDAY, MAY 23, 1913.
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DAVIS HARDWARE
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LIGHTli

.1

Phone One Double

O
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wc-"'o-

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PRAM CANT A PP
riVUiH J AH I A IX

To

E1

Pas-Bisbe-

Dou2,ass and

e

all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

JEX

ilTiE

For Rates and Full Information" Address

EUGENE FOX,

F

P. AQENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
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INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO MILITARY
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beautiful Fecoa
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Odbb air
work throughout the entire sesLocated

in

sion. Conditions for physical
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere In America.
teen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen bulldlnes,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

II

I
fc

:

r For particulars

and Illustrated

cata-Ogu-

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

iiMeilMll
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Freckle Face

a

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
!M?fi?TAlL

SWASTIKA
CERRILLOS

SIZES.

For the Merchant
Who Doesn't

I

h

II

1

1

II II

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

WOQCj

Spring is Here

S.C. Buff Orpingtons

Why not have that
Upholstering

Advertise.

and Furniture

$2.00.3 EGGS

paired

,

SCOTTISH

RITE

MASONIC

REUNION

1

J.F.RHOADS

-

SANTA

FE, N. M., JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.

For the above occasion the D. R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec.N.M., Durango.Colo.,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M, and all
directly intermediate stations.
&.

i
5

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 12th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito)

June 13th.
From All Points .South of Antonito, June Nth,

RETURN LIMIT, JUNE 20TH.
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WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

BA1TTA

239 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
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V
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II
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FRIDAY",

r

SANTA

MAY 23, 1913.

ning, if they so desire.
It is hoped that the finul results
will be published in Wednesday's
of The New Mexican.
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES
The list of prizes and manner of dis
tribution is as follows;
One Thousand Dollars In Gold Coin.
jTo be awarded the candidate securing
the greatest number of votes in the
entire contest, regardless as to dis-

BIG CONTEST COMES TO
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SENIORS' PLAY, "cfl COLLEGE iOWN,"
DISPLACED FIRMAMENT OF "STARS"

Terecita Torrez, Las f'alomas.
Mabel Hatger, Mesilla Park...
Airs. W. II. Rusehaupt, Guam..

5:000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
Illy Allen O'DuhO
5,000
All Santa Fe turned out to see
5,000
Santa, Fe high school play, "A College
5,000
Town," presented by the class of 'IS at
j
5,000
the Klks' theatre last night.
5,000
All Santa Fe laughed, applauded and
5,00'0

Lolita Alexander, Hlllsboro. . ,
Edith Dorr, San Marclal
Grace Davis, Mogollon
Laura W. Colllngs,. Cubero. . .
jh varsity athlete, hero of t lie griil iron Gainsborough hut from which ascendA dole Stephens, Jaralos
of hearts. Mr. Fluke ed a majestic
jam!
white plume. Miss
Lillian Heath, Sawyer
looked the part or an athlete, spoka Lurroughs
displayed fho grace of u
Helen Schmidt, Alameda
his lines distinctly and displayed the Maxine Elliott
and was enthusiasticllessie Emerson, Anthony
case ol" the matinee idol.
ally applauded.
trict limitations.
June E. Strock, Albuquerque-.Ed ward Cartwright as "Tod Chesel-dineMiss Anna IJorman was seen in the
Four $450 Story and Clark Pianos, Ninfa Romero, Los Lunns
was a success, showing himself role of austere aunt with
acts of the
000, 000 or
Nellie McCahon, Demiug
5,000 shouted during the three
(purchased of Learnard-Lindemat- i
was ijul "au eonrunt" with varsity affairs.
rather she was one of the "aunties,"
5 000 conicu) uraina in which me
Anita Meade, La Mesa
Co., Albuquerque, N. M.) To bt award-leMeCorniick
as "Leviticus" three young men
Whipple
the candidate having the greatest Margaret Bruce, Lordsburg. . . cioOfl "'erely a "star' nor a pair of
impersonating also
the colored servant, was one of ill ft Miss Jane Cavendish. Miss Dorman's
r,'o(KI but an entire, unabridged, unimpaired,
'number of votes in each of the four Lauretta Ollinger, Sawer
INAUGURATED
EVER
CONTEST
ONE MORE DAY, THEN THE GREATEST PRIZE
great successes of the evening, provid- enunciation was good and she showed
districts after the grand capital prize Alecia Sanchez, Peralta
5.000 complete firmament!
ing a comedian of
unquestioned no symptoms of stage fright.
been
awarded.
has
13. Colenvin, Farui- a
TAKE
was
Mrs.
WILL
Maude
the
There
cast,
JUDGES
THE
END.
parts
WILL
large
MEXICO
NEW
IN THE STATE OF
ability.
Four $200 Indian Motorcycles, (pur
the
were
As MrB. Cleonatra Podii. Miss Ger.
distributed
judiciously,
w.OOC
Ington
Frank Cunningham as ".Major Kil- - trade tiormley was a striking "Queen
chased of Neal & Kirkpatrick, Agents, M
tumc?s were elegant and the scenery
CHARGE OF FINAL VOTE COUNT AND ANNOUNCE WINNERS.
Moore, Ft. Bayard....
l
Santa Fe, N. M.) To be awarded the Crisanta Duran, Casa Hlanca.. 5 000 was superb. The music between the pepper" looked splendid in a red
Egypt," with the bloom of youth in
form and his
candidates having the second highest
made both ler cheeks and the lire of combat in
Martin, Aztec
5,000 acts was entrancing and the greatest
men and women in the audience hold her eyes. She
number of votes in each of the four Alice Gorman,
5,000 ot all inspirations a capacity house.
Deming
managed her profes-thei- r
Bides with laughter.
district.
husband in twentieth century
Mrs. I. E. James, Las Cruces.
spurred
5,000 with many people standing,
jsional
GET YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY AND
Four $150 Diamond Rings, (purchas A L.
Elmer Friday played the role of the style, her athletic arm pulling the
5.000 'tlie actors and actresses to success.
Danner, Magdalena
ed of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe
(college "prof." and he traveled under pedagogue out of his cups. Miss
DISTRICT NO. 4.
Curtain Rose.
As
AVOID RUSH DURING CLOSING HOURS N. M.) To be awarded the candidates The Counties of Torrance, Guada
the audience by
As the curtain rose, one saw the fa the formidable name of "Sencharrib (;&rmley pleased
He proved a finished artist. Breaking in a well placed voice.
aving the third highest number ol li.De.
col Popp."
"den"
in
which
miliar
the
Roosevelt.
Currv.
college
Lincoln,
Quav.
In
votes
each of the four districts,
h '"" u ""v"
.Miss Miriam
ors of the pennants rivalled even the"""f
Cartwright was a
Four Trips to the Pacific Coast Chaves, Otero and Eddy.
j
cniciutinKly funny when lingering too sweet Mrs. Mollio Stiles, and was
modern
barbaric
Indian's
Tucumcarl.
Chas.
splendor.
.267,204
Goldenberg,
s
at Lo) Angeles
(including
ong at the brink of the ppiked punch tastefully gowned. Many ladies asked
San Francisco, Salt Lake City and Airs. Tony ftunton, Willard ..200,200 There was no color of the rainljow cowl.
Lurso could have been more "Whose hat is that she has onf" How
ROLL OF HONOR.
was
Estancla
indeed
missed
Carlos
and Insignificant
171,700
Meyer,
To be awarded tne candDenver.)
interested women are in millinery!
Following are the (en highest candidates in the New Mexican's great S idates
Stella Eastwood, Tolai
MS.OIIO the varsity or college, or high school original.
r
num-!hethe
fourth highest
having
V Ju.OOO nrize contest, and who, so rar in me race, apparently aie mo "
Henry Kauno was a dashing "stude"
Miss Lulu Krick, as Miss Twiggs,
M. Lindsey, Portales
Helen
not
on
was
the
which
120,900
represented
- $1,000 in gold. X
of votes in each of tho four
even and Miss Jean Law, as Mrs. Twiggs,
beotch
X competitors for first honors and the attendant awardMaoAllister,
Kura Tuttle, Estancla
Over the called
30,023 walls of that apartment.
did not seem to come in played their roles
Who will bo the leaders tomorrow? Watch this list.
well, completing the
30,000 main entrance stood the word "Vir- though lie
Four $75 I. C. S. Scholarships, (se-- Helen M. Russell, Moriarty
1,481,258 X
contact
with
1. MISS IRENE PENDER, MAGDALENA
any Scotch whisky lab-- : program.
conLando
.
.
Ailia
La
on
in
a
30,000 ginia"
that
Holmes,
placed
pennant
Mr.
cured
X
State
1,149,300
'
MacCurdy,
through
eled lemonade.
MISS FLORA AKERS, SANTA FE
There were a few more characters,
5,700 spicuous place by a loyal southern
To be Leatha Daugherity, Dayton
Agent, Albuquerque. N. M.)
915,095 X
MISS ESTER LUCERO, BERNALILLO
called Dr. Rolls and another Sena-wa- s
Hansel
as
L- Kennedy, San Jon.
lone
in
Pflneger,
who
Long,"
lassie
had
the
5,200
"Shorty
assisled
stage
!c,Iarla
awarded the candidate having
the
795,250 X
MISS LENA KRICK, SANTA FE
tor
was
comical.
the
but their names were not
Kathleen
Lake
Catron,
Arthur
Shorty
typical
5,100
decorations.
Gaylord,
fifth highest number of votes in each
770,574 X
MISS FRANCES LEESON, SANTA FE
student who does not con-- HMed on the program.
Bessie llowen, Melrose
5.100
in
was
The
of
districts.
the
four
play
collegiate
X
strictly
652,019
MRS. J. A. CARRUTH, SANTA Fe
Mr. Koch Was The Man.
Four $25 Gold Watches, (purchased Miss Willie Lawing. Tiieumcari 5,000 other ways than pennant decoration. line his education to books.
592,820 X
MISS ADELAIDE CANDELARIA ALBUQUERQUE
"Gus' 'Koch who more than once has
Alfred Wiley, as "Billy Van Horn,''
Emma Kolsch, Vaughn
5,000 The action revolved around a college
H.
C.
N.
of
Yontz.
Jeweler.
Fe.
Santa
461,762 X
MISS MYRTLE G. RENDON. TRUCHAS
tickled Santa Fe as a comedian, was
5,000 boarding house, where the ambitions was a. high card as a fun maker.
M. To be awarded the
candidates Murine Coprland, Elkins
459,419 X
MISS LUCY ELENA ORTIZ ADELINO
the
"man behind." lie drilled tho
Bernard
And
lilllsveta
Spitz,
.ovis.
5,000
of
of the foot ball athletes were aired
having the sixth highest number
404,087 X
MISS ANGELICA VALDE2, SPRINGER
Conie Chavez, Estancla
Silent, almost morose, wearing a youthful actors and actresses, assist-dres- s
5.000 and where the fair
s
votes in each of tho four d stricts.
and their
suit which contrasted well with 'l in llieir make up and was
5,001 girl friends as well as members of the
In all there are twenty five prizes Varlie Tagadcr, Clovis
iron gray hair, his
5,000 "faculty ' were seen as well as heard.
eyes, presario generalissimo. Morton Seli.-c- offered, six for each district, besides Grace Dahoney, Elida
man was te stage manager, and had
Bess
rimmed
Artesia
peering
5,000
Boyd,
through
gold
oxglasses,
in
is
rush
a
the
mails.
or
a
in
the
oold.
The
$1,000
was
dash
There
love
of college
One More Day.
Quite
grand prize
a hard row to hoe when one of the fair
as
"Dr.
Lernard
was
Tularosa.
5,000
Spitz,
Reagin,
Twiggs,"
Marguerita
21,
exceeds
$5,000,
Tomorrow night, Saturday, May
making, the appearance of a ricli
pected at the closing hour and e.v.dt- ttal va'"e
a monumental classic.
Ho said noth-ir- dames was late in making her enWRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST Delia Courtney, Clovis
jj.OfM
vidow, whose endowment of a chair
at 9 o'clock sharp, The New Mexican's dates are
to
advised
bring
W.
E.
Clovis
urgently
5.000
rr nit
but looked as wise as an owl and trance owing to difficulty in adjusting
Marsh,
tnntaor r m oa tn an
rnlnn
EDITOR.
to by tho business
forward
;00iK,j
,v.ls
'
sn their votes and subscriptions
'if
his friends clamored for bim to step her unruly tresses.
t),'MJU
Further information regaining this Pearl Heisel, Cuervo
Wlliuii ail
OULCliil ClOHH, ilLLfl
eye of the college president, adding
At
in the evening ns poRS'bi".
Kathleen Cannon, Tainan
out in the limelight. One girl in the
Officers and Class.
early
5,000
contest
be
had
(great
count
Is
to
may
the
lo
done
vtet
by
to
prize
be
the
mains
complications.
!! o'clock
The officers of the class of 1913 are:
audience was so amused she fairly
5,000
sharp the doors of Tie New calling on or writing the Con'est Edi- - May Clements. Corona
ind declare the winners.
no
Mexican office will be closed ind
screamed: "Isn't Bernard a corker!" Wallace Fiske, president; Miriam
5,000
tor of The Santa Fe New Mexican. Elizabeth Mclntyre, Cartilage
Will it be the $1,000 in gold for you,
in a wheel" for the students at the
Now For The Ladies.
Margins Rooney, Ft. Sumner
5,000
Vtc cafcOnH with fhp ninnn. one will be allowed to bring mihscrip
Contest phone 31.1.
Cartwright,
...ill
Dorothy
to
were
a
about
rehearse play
in after that hour.
Mossie Holcomb, Lakewood .
Hove,er.
The feminine part, of the firmament Hay ward, secretary, and Anna Dor-ma5,000 college
1.
NO.
DISTRICT
one
1
or
diamond
of;
ring
motorcycle,
men
land
three
young
bright
appeared
.lopir-aloncontest
in
Trixie
the
are
who
5,000 Ion
Harris, Roswell
treasurer.
w'as no less dazzling. Wearing attire
The City and County or Banta Fe.
the smaller prizes? You, and
the scene in feminine attire. And
not Hal
Ola Mae Kill, Vaughn
5.000
cf the grand dames, causing a fire of The class is composed of the fol- can decide this. There is one ment at that time but have - husi-wi- Fiora Akers, Santa Fe
what
of
loveliness
they
apparations
..
comment in the audience as to the! lowing:
5,000
Lena Krick, Santa Fe
opportunity to turn in he
705,250 Myrtle Woods, Portales
whole day left to lay your plans and,
It was no wonder that a major
ss will be waited on in their .. in. Frances Leeson, Santa Fe .
Marion Burroughs.
5,000 were!
of the robes and plumed
770,574 Myrtle Tinnen, Carrizozo
ownerships
out. Your time is limited; gel
in
fell
love with one of them thinking
5 000
sweet girl grads took Santa
candidates, as noreto- - Mrs. J. A. Carruth Santa Fe. 052,019 .Ilmmie Abbott, Tularosa
Miriam Cartwright.
the
hats,
lus
"she" was the rich widow. His pro- Fe
will have the privilege of mailing Arthur Alarid, Santa Fe
5,000
Frank Cunningham.
339,080 Ella Fanning, Hope
by storm.
Running well ahead of her flald. fore,
to the closing hour nnd George S. Tweedy , Santa Fe 259,116 Florence Abrahams, Moriarty.,
oqo posal to "her" was a climax in Act li.
As Miss ".lint" Channing, Miss DoroAnna Dorman.
.Miss Irene Pender, of Magdalena, cm- - Uelr orders up
to
was
There
brin:?
a
of
plot
enough
votes and sub- Adella Muller, Santa
W'allace Fiske.
thy Hay w ard was a del icatef grace girl
tinues to hold the leading position in " letter containingthe
Fe..,. 172,531 I.ucile McRao, Alamogordo ... 5 000 "1G e"tire cast
on the stage sewral in
postmark of Isabel R. Hernandez, Santa Fe 158,848 Mrs. Adelia M. DeArcy. Roswell 5 000
her teens. She was one of tho
Gertrude Gormley.
tile race, but the published score by wriptions bearing
times and let all "the lightH" shine.
24th, will be accepted, provided Vicentita C. de Baca, Santa Fe 155,416
"wooed" and was the ideal coy martl-en- .
Dorothy Hayward.
jo means represents the full strength May
Here Are The "Lights."
e same reaches the New Mexican of Antoinette Wright, Santa Fe 137,881 IN CHANCERY OF NEW JERSEY.
Lulu Krick.
of a number of candidates, and if they
follow
the
Miss Marion Mnrroughs, as
Earnesto Casados, Santa Fe. 133,290 In the matter of the application of
Jean Law.
Glancing at the program one saw
cared to expose their "hand" some of ,nce before three o'clock,
re-oThe Prudential Insurance Company first tli name of Wallace Fiske who
Emma Valdez, Santa Fe
102,000
Leila Laws.
Ilaviland, was stunning In her
the leaders would not feel so sure '"K Tuesday morning. Candidates
of America for the acquirement of played the part of Jimmie Cavendish black velvet gown, white furs and
Albert Wheelon. Santa Fe
94.S10
Dorothy Safford.
their position. There are . ne siding in remote sections of the state
should take precautions to find out Anna Kauno, Santa Fe
its capital stock tor the benefit of
90,431
tig surprises in store, but no part of
"
the mail service and mai! their Ed. C. Tafoya, Santa Fe
its policyholders.
f8,700
the race is as good as decided
Mrs. B. F. Morris, Santa Fe. . 64,330 Order fixing hearing on application j
there is no telling what is liable to jitters early enough to allow for
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
- 56,416
for Appointment, of Appraisers.
4s connections of trains and othe- delay Lucy Knight, Santa Fe
before tomorrow night.
to
occur.
the
It
HEAD
A
DRAGGING
Court
The
FROM
that
Samuel
h
40.000
ea-Santa
five.t'iat
might
Mendenhall,
appearing
Fe..
on
200,000 votes are allowed
De Vargas.
of
Alemta Norment, Santa Fe
20,370 Prudential Insurance
Company
Judges Will Count Votes.
year subscription to the Daily New
LONDON PLATFORM.
William Binfnrd. Denver.
15,000 America has heretofore filed its duly
Mexican a few such orders from any
Tne nnai counting of the vol 's will;1"'3'8 Whittier, banta be
A. Mennel, Las Yeiras.
candidate would charge the entire !tnke ,jiaCe in the business ofnc of AJa Moore Robinson, Santa Fe 13,890 verified petition, from which it ap-- !
C. M. l.eeriy, U. S. Survey.
Baid petitioner is a
that
the
pears
Martha
Fe
Santa
9,100
a
Andre,
and
of
furnish
affairs
3
o'clock
Tues
Tue New jjexican at
complexion
in-stock
life
A. G. Jaffa, City."
vrrs- Hinsurance
Fe
corporation,
7,866
Santa
Ortiz,
new leader in the race. Therefore,
be
afternoon, May 27th, and vill
Horace Harper. City.
counsel you to be prepared vith a j the hands of a committee of well j Antoinetta Ortiz, Santa Fe ... 7,550 corporated by the State of New JerE. J. Strawn, Alamosa, Colo.
and
Board
that
the
Directors
of
sey,
Pearl
7,500
men
English, Chimayo
large reserve fund against the pons! known business and profession
have determined
H. W. Brown, Denver.
5,100 of said Company
bility of a "dark horse" who mi?h;,wi10 are entirely disinterested so far Rafael Gomez, Santa Fe
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Rodin, New York.
5,100 that it would be conducive to the welshow up.
is concerned. Candi I'anlaleon Vigil, Santa Fe
I S the outcome
faro of the corporation and in the in-- !
E. T. Cnrtlidge and wife, Topeka,
Just who the winners will be is only; dates and their friends are invited to Charles Cardenas, Ildefonzo .. 5,100 terests
of the policyholders thereof to
Kans.
B.O00
p matter of conjecture, but .t is cer jattend the final counting although it is iG. Lupe Herrera, Santa Fe ..
the corporation from a stock
A. E. Blyth, Topeka, Kans.
tain that the vote totals will -- un up;rot at all compulsory to he present. !Mrs. E. D. Castle, Santa Fe .. 5 009 change
life insurance corporation to a mutual
W. G. Elmsbe, Edmonton, Canada.
into the millions. At the present t.mej The final counting will be fie s m-- Mary Elizabeth McCuIlough
life insurance corporation, ami said
Allen H. Nye, Denver.
Santa Fe
5,000
the contest management iB as mucV In pipSt thing in the world merely a
now applying to the Chan- H. li. Dnwes, Albuquerque.
t
5,'i00 corporation
the dark as to the ultimate winners mnttpr of addintr the votes
art! Paul A. Hall, Santa Fe
cellor to appoint two or more disinter- W. F. Hoclscher, Chicago.
as the most casual reader, which issued tomorrow and those that ire Mrs. Paul Doran, Santa Fe.... 5.OJ0 ested
persons to appraise the value
C. W. Slielloboy, Pueblo, Colo
Frances Anaya, Santa Fe .
6,070
make tho final wind-uextremely in- - received by mail Monday and
of the capital stock of the said cor-.
Clarence
Fe
5,000
if not exciting.
Wilson, Santa
day to the reserve votes and the
and also to appoint one or
Montezuma.
5.000 poration,
6
Details of Final Count.
number credited each candidate in to i.Mrs. G. F. McNitt, Santa Fe
more counsel to represent the policy- .Tames W. Norment, City.
5.000
Tomorrow night at 9 o'clock the big morrow afternoon's paper. It will be Mrs. Henry Digneo, Santa Fe
holders before such appraisers and in
W. V. Mooney, El Paso.
5.00C
contest comes to a close.
t t.'iisf ach candidate's privilege, howe or. Ruth Nix, Santa Fe
such further proceedings as may be
Z. T. White, El Paso.
Z.
NO.
DISTRICT
votes
all
and
ovmlour
their own or any cm
subscriptions mist! to check
taken under or in pursuance of said
F. C. Sheilhunt, Albuquerque,
The Counties
of Sandoval,
S.in
either be fn the contest departrre nt petitor's vote from the very hetinpetition,
Wr. M. Crouse, San Diego.
Miguel, Mora, Colfax, Union, T?os and
on
It is, therefore,
this twenty-secC. L. Williams, San Diego.
Rio Arriba.
ond day of April, A. D., 1913, on nio- Sara Jeffries, Chamita.
Enter Lucero, Bernalillo
915,095 tiou
of Edward D. Duffield, Solicitor
Mrs. R. P. Rueth. Chamita.
Myrtle O. Ren don, Truchas. ...4Gl,70i of said
that
petitioner, ORDERED
F. Krumsholtz, City.
Valdez1,
404,087
Angelica
Springer
said application be heard by the Chan-Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Byrne. 1ms An
Jose S. Lucero, Chamita
95,978 cellor at the State House in
the City
geles.
Paulino
Cuba
87,020
Montoya,
of
of
on
the
and subscription price
Trenton
tenth day of June,
T. J. Smith, Denver.
F. E. Van Duzen, Raton
00,204 1913, at ten
thirty o'clock In the fore-- '
Haines Gridley, San Pedro.
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN REGrace Frank, Espanola
59,800 noon, or as soon thereafter as coun- E. .1. MacNamara, New York.
Alfred Jliramon. Taos
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKLY)
55,400! sel can be
heard, at which time and
L. Moss, Detroit.
Miss M. C. Silva, Sandoval ....49,730 place the Chancellor will hear all
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
par- E. R. Walls, Chicago.
Bersabo Casias, Lucero
47,132 ties in interest who may then
appear.
FOURTH AND LAST PERIOD.
W. A. Davis, City.
Lola Hernandez, Ojo Calionte 42,400
It is further ordered that notice of
O. L. Owen, City.
Pedro F. Salazar, Chamita
24,200 such hearing shall be given to the
From May 19th to 21th, inclusive, the following votes will be isO. L. Owen, Jr., City.
E.
Taos
24,83s
Martinez,
I.ydia
Commissioner of Banking and Insursued on subscriptions:
A. P. Higel, New Mexico.
Ida Love, Maxwell
20,200 ance of this- - State by serving a copy
R. C. Bell, Nara Visa.
NEW MEXICAN.
Sofia Rodriguez, Truchas
15,000 of this order upon him within fifteen
Joe Rachofsky, Chicago.
Deinostenes
't'aos
...
13,000
Martinez,
from
and
the
days
making
Votes
thereof,
Price
Ruth P. Grant, Cerro
8,494 that notice of said application be givUN Dec. WOOD
Old
Mail
New
Carrier
9
..Subscribe for the Santa F; New
Mrs. Lyra Mondragon, Ranchos
en to the stockholders of said corMo..
$ 1.25
$ 1.50
1,000
2,000
the paper that boosts all
Mexican,
Taos
de
6,500
a
or3.00
poration by mailing copy of this
2.50
4,000
8,000
THIS PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS A SFFFRAGETTE SPEAKER HANGING,
the time and works for the upbuild.Llllie Chavez. Wagon Mound . . 5.0..0 der to each of said stockholders at
5.00
6.00
12,500
25,000
year
AT HER
AND
HER ing of our new State.
Hon. Juan Ortiz, Park View. . . . 5.000 his postoffice address, as the same HEAD DOWN, THE MOB BELOW TUGGING
10.00
12.00
30,000
60,000
FRIENDS ABOVE HOLDING HEI DY HER SKIRTS.
Ranchos
de
Ruben
Taos
books
5,000
the
of
said
Garcia,
the
upon
appears
30.00
25.00
100,000
200,000
Work for &m New jrexTcai. it is
Clotilda Lucero, Arroyo Hondo 5,000 corporation, within fifteen days from
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
working for ftn, for Banta Pa and
Ida May Stevens, Maxwell
the date hereof; and that notice of
the new state
5.0 )9 said application be given to the poliEvelyn Morris, Bland
Price
Votes
'
Bessie Fuss, Mora
5,010 cyholders of the said corporation by
Old
Mail
New
..
Anita B. Trujillo, Taos
5,001 publishing a copy of this order in one
I Year
1.00
800
1,600
5,000 or more newspapers printed and pubEl",na Garcia, Velarde
2.00
3,500
7,000
Tom as Martinez, Arroyo Hondo 5.000 lished in the capital of each and ev5.00
12,500
25,000
Frances Sanchez, Las Vegas.. 5,000 ery state of the United States in
Annie E. Johnson, Roy
5,000 which the corporation does business,
Marvel Lewis, Wagon Mound.. 5,000 and in a newspaper printed and pubMrs. L. D. Bloom, Jemez .... 5,000 lished in the cities of Edmonton, AlBritish
Columbia;
Rita B. Griego, Sandoval
5,000 berta; Victoria,
Manitoba;
Mrs. M. L. Miera, Algadones.. 5,000 Winnipeg,
Fredericton,
MrB. L. F. Hamblen, Questa .. 5,900 New Brunswick; Halifax, Nova ScoAnnie Strong, Mora
5,000 tia; Toronto, Ontario; Quebec, QueIva Chandler, Cimarron
5,000 bec: and Reglna, Saskatchewan, in
the Dominion of Canada, once a week
Higina Martinez.
Amarilla
5.000 for at least four weeks, the first pubAdelina Trujillo, Taos
5,000 lication to be made within fifteen
In case
Josle Rudolph, Mora
5,000 days from the date hereof.
Catarina Rivera, Cowles
5,000 no newspaper is published in the cap
ital of said States of the United States,
DISTRICT NO. 3.
I hereby nominate and cast 5.000 votes for
The Counties of Bernalillo,
San then said publication may be made
In a newspaper having a general cir;
Juan, McKinley, Valencia, Socorro
culation within said States.
S erra, Grant, Luna and Dona Ana.
Miss, Mr. or Mrs
R.
E.
WALKER,
Irene Pender, Magdalena ....1,481,258
j
C.
Address
Adelaida
AlbuCanderlaria,
692,820
querque
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
Lucy Elena Ortiz, Adelino.. 459,419
prize contest.
Mrs. N. S. Bibo, Grants
378,430
This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and adJennie Baca, Socorro
247,568
dress properly filled In and mailed or delivered to the con124,199
Mary Didier, Belen
DISCHARGES
test department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
Alta Montoya, San Antonio.. 68,008
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
RELIEVED IN
Jesus C. Sanchez, Silver City. . 7,500
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
HOURS
Emma Parrett, Elephant Butte 5,800
this contest Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Naomi Stillwell, Silver City . . . 5,000
Each Cap- - "S
Clip this blank and send in today.
sule bear.fMlDYJ
5,000
George Pradt, Laguna
the namctV
ONLY OVE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
Federal Troops on the March. The Picture Reveals Every Sort of Uniform From Immaculate White Suits
C. P. Hauger, Riverside..
5,000
Beware qf counterfeit
of the Officers in the Foreground to the Fourth Soldier in the Front Rank Whose Dress is a Pair of Trousers.
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.
D. Cordova, Jarales....
5,000
ALL DRCUGI8T8
He Hasn't Even a Gun.
Florence Bailey, Lordsburg. ... ' 5,000

CLOSE TOMORROW NIGHT

AT NINE O'CLOCK SHARP
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Blank
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

$5,000.00
PBIZE OOITTSST

$5,000.00
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INDICTMENTS RETURNED.
Colo., May 23. Former
Denver,
Alderman James O'Uriscoll was indicted by the grand jury in the district
court today on o charge of attempted
bribery. It is alleged that O'DriscoH
otfered a bribe to A. A. Blakely, a
member of the fire and police boars.
MANY

REAL FASHIONS ON REAL WOMEN.1
: PROPER STYLE FOR OUTDOOR WEAR

STRING

CHAMPION

FALKENBERG,

COME-BAC-

BASEBALL

K.

Another indictment returned today
charges Horace Bennett, owner of
Woolhurst, an extensive estate, near
Littleton, formerly owned by the :iU
Senator Wolcolt, and the late Thomas

Standing of the Clubs.
Club.
Philadelphia
r,rooklyn .
New York
SI. Louis
Chicago .

Walsh, with selling milk from diseased cows.
Thirty indictments were relurr.cJ
today against ten defendants.
1".

National League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
7
.731
lit
,
1!l

15

.Hi
.17
.15
.11

Pittsburgh

Boston .
Cincinnati

.

9

12
14
15

l(i
IS
17
22

.CIS
.517
.516
.513
.455
.:!!;!
.290

CITY ORDINANCE!,.
.
.
ORDINANCE NO.
An ordinance relating to soliciting
a; railway depots in the city of Santa

Fe:

Section One. Hotel runners, stage
and omnibus drivers, hack drivers,
expressmen and newsboys, in plying
their respective vocations at any passenger depot of any railroad in this
city, upon the arrival and departure of
.COO
18
12
Washington
bains, shall occupy no part of the de.GOO
14
21
.
Chicago
pot grounds or buildings, or the plat.459
17
20
St. Louis
form thereof,
except that portion
.:!!
20
l:i
Boston
allotted and designated to them by
Mi'i
12
22
Detroit
the station agent of such depot; and
2M
.2Sl
9
New York
loud and boisterous soliciting
for
Miss Gladys Munn, Popular Washington Society Girl, at Left, and Mrs.
patronage at such depots is prohibitWestern League.
John Upshur Morehead, Resting After the Tennis Tournament at the Chevy ed.
Won. Lost.
Club,
Chase Club.
Any person violating the provisions
10
.lio.)
.19
Denver .
o" this section, shall, upon conviction,
.64:,
.1S
in
.
.
(Lincoln
be fined not less than live dollars
12
.600 njent and watch us. They called me ing without reference to a committee,
.IS
SI. Joseph .
nor more than twenty-fivdol.161
15
.13
u pr; tty good ball player for a kid. One of them is a copy of the law now ($5.00.
Pes .Moines
lars ($25.00).
.4 i S That's how I learned the harder parts in effect in Pennsylvania.
Hi
.13
Omaha . .
Section Two. Every person not be.444 oi baseball.
15
.12
Then Sullivan taught me
jHioux City
ing authorized by, nor an employe of a
.429
how
Hi
.12
SAY
lo
run
PRESBYTERIANS
the
bases."
Tnpeka
railroad company, who shall, within
.310
9
MANY VISIT GOLF
20
One day Comiskey received offers
Wichita . .
fiom Ixjuisville and St. Louis to play
LINKS ON SUNDAY. the corporate limits of this city, jump,
climb, or ride upon any railway, o?
with them. Loisville offered him $125
car, standing upon the main or side
month nnd St. Louis offered $75.
They Deplore Lack of Interest '".!
"I showed the letter to Ted nnd said
Divine Worship" and Score White tracks of such railroad company, or
National League.
who, not having business in or about
in r;oing to take the seventy-five',- "
Slave Traffic as "Appalling."
the grounds, buildings or cars of any
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
"St, Loius was
!e.cl;dnied
Comiskey.
St. Louis at New York.
and I always wanted .Atlanta, da., May 23. An arraign I'ailway company, shall habitually or
bigger
city
jthe
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.'
unnecessarily lounge, loaf, or remain
t: pl.;y there.
ment of the "tendencies of tlie time,1;'.1 In
or upon such buildings or cars, shall,
"Well I reported and the manager was contained in the
report pfj.be Lpon conviction thereof, be punished
American League.
told me to play in the Held. I told
to- Philadelphia at Washington.
by a fine of not less than five dollars
him all right, I could catch the ball all committee on narrative presented
FRED FALKENBERG.
dol- But I informed him I was a day before the Northern Presbyterian ($5.00) nor more than twenty-fivright.
The report deplored
tli3 lars ($25.00).
American Association.
ssembly.
mid
mtiUln't
ilnwn
lunln
)itf.hpr
asIndianapolis at Minneapolis.
enberg was sent to the American
Provided: This section shall not be
threw the hall back. So he let me try "Stressing loss of membership in
l
Toledo at
sociation team, lie had a great seaBaoaa OI lne crcnheld to apply to any passenger, or
out
at first base. In fact he. .benched
fadeLouisville at Kansas City.
son in Toledo, perfecting the
o treat hitter to give me the', chance.
Nearly four thousands churches other person, who shall enter any pas- Columbus at Milwaukee.
away ball, which has had much to do
In those days a foul baltwas out during the ecclesiastical year fai'ed senger car, or coach, on any legitimate
w ith
11 ; ou
Christy Mathewson's success.
got it on the first bounce. So ;10 secure a number through conle.--- business, w hile sucn car or coach shall
Falkenberg was called back to
(.ot a couple of difficult ones the first Is'011 of faith, according to the report. be standing at any depot.
Cleveland when Manager Birmingham
Other figures brought out were that
Read first and second times by title,
of
iU'.y, made some pretty fair pick-usaw how good he was and this spring
thrown balls and the crowd was:Eonie of the most intelligent and in and ordered published.
National
badly
League.
has proved to be the star not only of
Approved April 6, 1913.
wi'hme. They never had a chance to Utiential church members spend the
At Philadelphia-Cincin- nati
Sabbath on the golf links instead o' (Signed)
the Cleveland team, but of the AmeriCELSO LOPEZ,
1 7 2 play me anywhere else but first aftt-- r
can league.
that the Attest:
4
7 0 tl at. I remember they made me cap attending divine worship;
Mayor.
Philadelphia
more
It is Falkenberg 's pitching
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
and Clarke; Brennan tain two months later and my pay en- - extent and boldness of the white slave
Brown,
Suggs
vc lope contained a check for a hun- - traffic has hecome appaling, even ex
than anything else that has put am', and Killifer.
iiio Work for the New Mexican. It Is
tending, the report declared.
dollars.
died and twenty-fivkept the Naps near the top of the
fcauDaln
scnoois and Christian
Kven the great southpaw,
race.
second
with
talked
the
"i
baseman,
working for you, for Santa Fe and
American League.
him how far he could cover jdeavor societies.
he new state.
Gregg, has had to bow to the lankoy
Washington-Philadelphigame postThe report stated that a total of ST.-towards first base. He told me and
hurter, baseball's champion
poned; rain.
e drew an imaginary dine there. 1 000 new members, through confession
New Mexican Want Ads always
took care of all on my side. I also of faith, weie enrolled during the lasf bring results. Try it.
American Association.
by the church,
got the pitchers to cover first when-yea- r
At St. Paul
Commodore Charles H. W. Foster cf
1 6 0 ever I went after a ball.
Why, fre-Toledo
the Eastern Yacht Club.
:i quently a pitcher would take a throw GIRLS COME TO CITY
7 9
The suggestion was enthusiastically St. Paul
from the second baseman. That was
BECAUSE OF POOR
and
deCollaniore
a
of
Batteries:
George,
construction
received and the
time
first
WAGES IN COUNTRY.
had
a
ever
field
the
pitcher
Miller.
and
will
Leroy,
repre- Livingston;
fender of the America's cup
ed his position that way. But you must
sent the combined genius of the leadremember 1 had a wonderful staff of Laundry Employe States That She
At Milwaukee
as
All other chocolates seem
ing Boston designers is regarded
iouia wot liet More Than 50 to 75
.. 5 11 5 pMchers. '
Columbus
certain.
' 'Back to
reasonably
a
Cents
at
Week
the
Farm"
2
. . 8 13
Milwaukee
just ordinary after you once
Employment.
Stapnicka CHRISTV O. K. WHEN
McQuillen and Smith;
'dfiuu&fif
They are just
try
BOSTON GOES OUT
;'iid Hughes.
St. Louis, Mo., May 23. The low
ARM
HIS
IS
GONE! wages paid to girls
MINORS
working as domes- as pure and wholesome as they
At Minneapolis-Indianap- olis
tics in the country was given today
Boston, May 20. When Mathew- as a reason why girls' prefer work in are delicious. We secured the
9 16 2
Columbus, May 20. Offers for the Minneapolis
scn's
days of usefulness as a pitcher the city to employment in the rural
immediate delivery of one or more
and Cotter; foi the New York Giants have ended. districts. Testimony to this effect agency for the Huyler line
Schardl, Kaiserling
Columbus A. A. players to major Oimstead and Smith.
was given before the Missouri senate
Manager McGraw is to offer him a
knowing there is nothing finer,
league clubs have been declined by
in wage investigating committee.
contract without reduction
is
it
Shoenborn
and
prob
President
will
salary. The extended contract
State Senator Wilson asked a girl and because we know too that
able that yesterday he rejected a pro COMISKEY ONCE
be without the usual clause for a 10- - employed at Hunger's laundry,
St.
will
position from the Boston Americans,
unconsciously
I
days notice ot release. McGraw re LouiB, why the girls employed there people
whose president James McAleer, was
of
retainannounced
this
plan,
di(1
not
the
leave
aud
do doraes.
jcently
city
of our stock
value
the
here.
his star pitcher, to Manager Joe tjc work in good homes at $5 to $7 a judge
Chicago, May 17. Ball players of Tinker of the
Mr. McA.leer was in Columbus SunCincinnati
Nationals, week and board.
who tear
by the individual lines ve
day and may have remained until yes- jthe youngsr generation
statement by Tinker
"I've just come from the country,"
and obstacles in their according to a
Shoen- 'handicaps
Mr.
to
with
talk
in
order
We will be glad to
terday
here today,
replied the girl, "I never knew a carry,
born. He certainly didn't come for career might do well to learn what
That
would
earn
sal
his
Mathewson
girl in the country working as a do- have
his health alone and possibly may Charles A. Comiskey had to contend
you judge this confecary as a coacn lor the club s young mestic who could make more than
come to an arrangement where- - Iv.ith years ago.
cents a week. tionery as soon as convenient.
Comiskey is today one of the wealth- pitchers, aside from any considera fifty or seventy-fivl v later on he can get a chance at one
of the services he has given the That's why I came to the city be
iest men in baseball, being owner of tion
or more desirable Senators.
In packages from ioc. up.
White Sox. Every penny New York club in the last decade cause I didn't wish to work for sucb
As near cs can be found out, Pitch- jtte Chicago came from the
vas McGraw's reason as Tinker gives small wages. I don't want to go back
game.
possesses
jRer MeQuillan and Outfielder Bonnin
Back in the late seventies Comiskey it for thus continuing the veteran on to the country."
aie the coveted players. Last week pitched on semi-prteams and before the payroll.
a fancy offer for the pair was turned
"But Matty's career as an active
arm gave out on him, and
his
long
PENNSYLVANIANS VIEW
don't
"We
the
remark,
dewn with
ritcher has still some time to run,"
to his own statement he
according
EXHIBITS.
and
the
want to nail up
park gates,
to
York
is
said
New
the
have
Manager
At
that
a broken down twirler.
that's what would be necessary if we itime he was still, little mora than a added.
Madison, Wis., May 23. The delemake sales now."
!l,cy. So ha tried playing first base
gation of Pennsylvanians here for the
McQuillan's May pitching has been :o.i
TWO "BLUE SKY" BILLS.
ail amateur team. With him was
purpose of studying the methods of
Bplendid, though it has been good all (associated Ted Sullivan, the man who
23.
blue
Two
the
ill.,
today
Springfield,
May
University of Wisconsin,
in
the
win
didn't
early
along. George
and who is sky bills were Introduced in the house viewed exhibits and demonstrations
discovered him as a
and some people, not capable isiill interested withplayer
sfason
baseball
him in
.
today and advanced to second read- - at agricultural hall.
judging, thought he would be of deals.
r.f account. Bonnin has helped the Comiskey was the only professional
team so much 'that he is now rated oi- the team and received
anywhere
THE "LAIRD AND LADY OF
as the outfield star.
from fifteen to forty 'dollars a month
eat
to
for his labors. We managed
now and then anyway," said ComisPITCHING
key, laughing when he recalled the in
MUCH IMPROVED cident.
Upon the correct answer to this
"But none of us had any coin to
question will depend much of
Bob
all
we
I
22.
of.
when
With
remember
Detroit, Mich., May
speak
the pleasure of your outing.
Gtoom showing that he has regained went to a place once for a drink.
Why not avail yourself of the
his form much of the worry accasion-e- There were just nine of us on the
a
was
stickler
has
team
staff
doubtful
Ted
Sullivan
and
the
assistance
of the Undersigned,
pitching
by
been removed. Groom and Johnson on training and wouldn't let any of us
one of the Santa Fe's summer
So he laid
can come pretty near being relied up- 'ouch alcoholic drinks.
tour specialists? His help wili
on now to deliver, and any time the fifty cents on the bar and said 'Give us
cost
you nothing, but you will
team gets any run for Hughes he, too, ten drinks of buttermilk.' He was the
find it invaluable.
can win, which is also true of Engle. only one who had a cent. If I had
There seems to be no doubt in Grif- ordered a buttermilk I would have had
fiths mind that George Mullin will to cheat, the proprietor.
To help pay his room rent and
make good. The former Tiger star
locks ready, and, in fact, Griffith be- - board bill Comisltey tried selling fruit,
llieves that he needs enough rest to
candy, books, etc., on trains. "I was
him to take on about eight pounds, a pretty good salesman too," he adColorado, Grand Canyon, Cali"It wasn't so much the fruit
when he should pitch as well as ever. mits.
the Northwest Chicago,
fornia,
with
the
well
did
I
But
and
season,
of
condition
last
peanuts.
Mullin, out
Adirondacks, the Northern Lake
made up his mind to be fit this year, books. I remember a volume on the
Ted Sullivan
and he went south and took off twenty-f- life of Robert Ingersoll.
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
ive
pounds of surplus flesh. This taught me a line of talk to go with it,
Resorts this summer?
has left him a trifle weak, but he is and I sold a whole raft of them. You
sure to regain his strength with pro- should have heard me pointing out the
per handling. Though he won but splendid funeral oration of Ingersoll's
information
about
Complete
one game for Detroit, he lost a lot of which appeared in the book. I also
summer fares and train service,
games by close scores, and Jennings did well wiih a certain puzzle, which
admits that several of them were lost was all the rage then.
etc., sent promptly, if you
"When I got off my train route late
because of errors. With new and
pleasant environments Mullin expects in the afternoon Sullivan and I would
to pitch as good ball as ever, and if g. to a certain section of the railroad
R. S. LUTZ, Afenf,
"CtSikVJi
hi
wooo
Tni
he does the one weak department of yards where there was a vacant space
rnd Ted would hit halls to me wnilo
Griffith's team will have been
SANTA FE,
I would pick
strengthened. In fact, Grif- I practiced fielding.
Most Recent Photograph of Mrs. Andrew Carnegie and Her Husband,
fith insists that before the season is tl em from all angles the hard ones.
NlEW MEXICO
of the Dedication of the Carl
"All this time the fireman and en- The "Laird of Skibo,' Taken on the
over he will be better fortified on the
'" "T '"
"'
10
New
in
Monument
Schur
York,
May
embankan
on
would
sit up
pitching rubber than any of his rivals gineers
American League.
Won. Lost. I'ct.
Club.
.G90
9
20
Philadelphia
22
12
Cleveland .
,47
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Where They Play Today
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is
Baseball s champion come-bacFred
Falkenberg,
the human string,
leading pitcher of the American
le ague with eight straight victories.
Falkenberg is an old hand in the
American league, lie is one of the
players turned out at Illinois univerfollowing
Finally, in the shake-usity by George Huff.
The long fellow always threatened Charlie Somers' purchase of the Toto be a marvel, but never succeeded. ledo team as a Cleveland farm, Falk

Today's Games.

j

e

a

v

j

LIGHTWEIGHTS

CHAMPION ARRIVED.
New Vork, May

23

M. E.

Los Angeles, Calif., May 23. A battle for the lightweight championship
between Willie Ritchie, the title holder, and Joe Rivers, of this city, to be
held in San Francisco July 4, was assured today by the announcement of
Joe Levy, Rivers' manager.
There has been some dispute as to
who would meet the champion, who
came to terms with a San Francisco
promoter some time ago. Rivers was
the first choice of the promoter, but
he was under agreement for the July
date with a local . club manager. A
struggle for the battle followed between the promoters.

,

MeLaugr-Jon-

the national lawn tennis champion, arrived here today from San
Fancisco and immediately bega:i
practice preparatory to the Davis cup
matches neainst the Australians Ho
said that the Australian team is very
formidable.
He will go to Boston

TO BATTLE.

Wednesday

for an exhibition against R. N. Williams, also of the American team
Travers The Champion.
Travers defeated Beach, Fox Hills,
in the third round, 7 up and 5 to play.
The champion was invincible, playing remarkably clever golf all the way.
He went out in '33 and when the match
Ritchie's manager declared last
was won on the thirteenth hole, he deFrancided to play out the bye holes for a night his man would fight in San
left
the
and
this
cisco
question
only
record.
He came in in 37, making a total of of the champion's opponent up in the
record for the air until Levy announced today that
,70, a new amateur
he had accepted for Rivers the terms
course.
of the San Francisco club.
KIRKBY WINS,
BOSTON CUP DEFENDER

A

Kirkby won his match from Siwancy
S up and 3 to play and will meet TravBoston, Mass., May 23. A Rosto:-cus
at 18 ho'es
ers in the
defender, designed by a syndicate
of Boston naval architects and back
later.
will be be- cd by local yachtmen. was the propoThe other
tween Wild, Sanford and Kammor, sition laid before members of the.
three local yacht clubs today by Rear
at Fox Hills.
semi-final-

semi-final-
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TRUST CO.

MACHINE AT TIME

CAPITAL $50,000 00
HOMER NEEL ON FOOT TRIED TO

Does a General Banking

Business

RUNAWAY

iri

l

Big Reduction
IN ALL

PERSONALS MILLINERY

A

BLAMED

GETS

AND

HORSE,

STOP
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MEXICAN

Mr. Arrighi. who was positive t hut il
was Mr. Noel, but who gut I) is convictions from hearsay ami who apparently did not know the facts in tin;
matter.

NEEL WAS NOT ON

UNITED STATES BANK

NEW

(Owing to the great interest manl
tested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
WAS REALLY THE HERO.
DO WITH.
Your Patronage Solicited
jsend in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call ''31") items of;
125 Palace Ave
The story told by V. 1). Arrighi in this column. By doing so the read-- j
N. B. LAllGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
last night's New Mexican concerning era will confer a favor on the New
the runaway accident in which Mrs. Mexican and on their friends. Com- italey, Sena, Jiutson. Cartwriglit, HerJ. B. LAMV,
llayward. Krick,
Arrighi was injured, and in which ho munications sent by mail snoutd bear man, Burroughs,
I.r.w, Safford, Laws, Morrison, Pollard
blamed Homer Neel, is not Correct, the signature of the writer).
and Messrs. Cunningham, Fiske, Ctui-re- Mr. Arrighi ia simply mistake.ii
W. U. F.lmsbe, of Alliena, Canada,
the man who was on the
Mct'onnack,
Spitz,
right, Friday,
garding
?
W
I'ollard, Kaune, J'llueger and Yontz.
motorcycle. In stead of Homer Xeel is a visitor in the city.
The little paper published by the
hi?' ni';ht
James Urea retun-oibeing the cause of the accident Mr.
NJoel was the firbt man to make
an from a trip to Socorro and Magdnh
deaf for their interests at the New
heroic attempt to stop the runaway. in the interest of the New Mexican.
Mexico School for the Deaf, called the
Mr. Neel says that he was standing
Dr. and Mrs. Paul liodin, of New New Mexico Progress is a newsy
In front of the motorcycle garage, on York City, are sightseers here. They monthly that contains many
helpful
the winding street that rims south are stopping at the !) Vargas hotel, things for the scholars at that school.
of
A.
from Water street, back of' the room-- j
Mrs.
Palace live- h, (lie May issue reference is made
Honolulu,
ing building owned by Dr. Diaz. The line gave an informal tea yesterday l0 ,, h. Sharp, the noted Taos artist,
Down,
Balance,. $10.00 Per Month
garage is a few slops from Water afternoon to a few friends.
v.no was ,ne1 here by .1. II. Humgard- .....
r
.,.,,
J. R Wood and little Dill have ar- street, and in line opposite to the
i,,lsl
1 3 Taxes
.,,i
Deed--1- 9
west side of the .Montezuma hotel. Mr. rived home after spending several Industrial departments of that instiNed's motorcycle was not in use nor weeks at Clark's Spring. 1'iieblo, tution. Mr. Tiumgardiior was pleaded
was the motor running preparatory Colo.
(., nieel Hint i! isit ru n is.lu.,1 iwlmit nf
to being used. It stood in the garage
Onila Madril and .Vcannr. Chavez the brush and to converse with him
door and had not been ridden before M cured a license to marry from the i'( iraidinc" the work that he is ensiiurthe accident, and was not near Water ccunty clerk yesterday. They are ,(.d n
t iti a ,,,.,,.,, ful.
street. It did not have any power on both from l.amy.
is i1Ki(,,t(,(
N(.w
0 AJr is,,m
Aoxi(,al,
A.
(C.
and was as quiet and as harmless as
Col. Branson M. Cueing, publisher
,.,,,. fnl, i,.,,.:,,,, ,.,.,.
mm. r
. jan unused bicycle.
who
lias b'"is the school's paper and to see the
of the New Mexican,
SURETY BONDS-LO- ANS
INSURANCE
Tr
When Mrs. Arrighi came around visiting in New York City, is expect-'T
way m which ti is edited.
the curve driving, the horse was going home by the middle of next week.
Phone, 189
'
Former Coventor M. A. Otero, who
quite fast. Mr. Xeel saw the danger
It will not
you to waste youi
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico. ? of a runaway and rushed out into has been ill at St. Yinemt sanilnne.in time writing pay
119 San Francisco
out your legal
forms
Water street and almost stopped the is much belter today and received a when
you get them already printed
animal, and thought that the driver number of callers, lie expects to be,
at the New Mexican Printing
. .
had him under control.
out tomorrow.
A. D. .Morrison, who has been local- As Airs. Arrighi proceeded down
the street he saw that, the lady had ed at (.iallup for several months and
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Special Prices in Every Department.
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PHONE 180

210 5AN FRANCISCO ST.,
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CITY LOTS FOR SALE

I

DON DIEGO ADDITION.
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$50.00

J
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I

FINE
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I
I

CORNER

LOT,

50x140 feet, situats in Modern Residence Section on
South Side. An Ideal Site for the New Home, and the
best bargain in Santa Fe. Act j()V if interested.

i

O. C. WATSON & CO.

I

::::

WITH HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.
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Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
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GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
Phone 139.

j

Can Save You Money.
Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

Telephone a Trial Order.

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

-

i

LMANAOKK.

a

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

...

-

-

1

16

Galisteo St.

3HENRY KRICKest--
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DISTRIBUTOR OF

KEG and BOTTLE BEER

LEMP

BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
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Daw-sen-

Break Away
from the Big Three

JUST
Another car

MOREYS
Groceries

offer a delightful variety of foods and a delightful relief from
tne tnree principal sialics.
Solitaire Canned Corn, Beans, Peas, Tomatoes, Beets, Succotash
and other vegetables ado zest to the meal, because they
bring their tun tooa vaiue ana me rrcsliness ot the Held
to the taoie wnen iresn vegeiauies are not ootainable.
"The Bett the Grocer Can Deliver."
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
Denver, Colo.

Patent Flour.

nia Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S

Tea and Coffee.

H. S. KAUNE

ft

I

justice.

Miss Gertrude

The house was tastefully
decorated in the class colors, lavender
and green, while lilacs in profusion
added to the color scheme. The earlier part of the evening was spent in
playing games, while after dainty refreshments had been served dancing
was indulged in until after midnight.
The invited guests were Prof, and Mrs.
Lougee, Misses
Wagner, Mr. W.
member.

CD.

Where Prices ar Bst
Fo .Safe Qualify

Gormley entertained

i Tuesday evening in honor of the grad
uating class of 1913 of which she is a

T

R

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO-

Denver,"

.

Pueblo,

.

Chicago,
St. Paul,

,.

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18,15
16.35 Salt Lake, Of den, 40.00
47.35

51.85 St. Louis

51.85 Buffalo, N.Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic Citv. . . 79.35
New York,
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October 8
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is bU days fiom date or saie.

f5
CC

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,
On

SAN

FRANcl;Lu,
OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

1913.

j55.55

Return limit, October 31st, 191 J

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
l0S

FINE CANDI ES

$40.55

fWffi $50.55
i

Return limit, August 31st.
5, 6, 7.
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3,
Return limit, Oct. 22,1913.
29.
27,
26,
28,
Aisoonsale August 22, 23, 24, 25,

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

I
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Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
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Flour

Hay, WeGrain
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OSOraffl

310 San Francisco St.
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PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

SADDLE

New State Cafe
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THE STAR BARN

y

j

'

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

j

le- -

STOVE? :

A HOT

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

i!

if jShoe Polishes

66-6-

WHY BE BAKGD OVER

on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

For further particulars call on or aduress.

H. S. LUTZ.'

Ao-t.- .
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Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
wo and three rora Dungaiows mm uam.
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. 'I
Accommodations aireaay reserveu uueau iu juij. Is
oaa and two room cabins or rooms in mam building.
Yours?

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION
Dailv. nor vear. by mall
Dally, lx months, by man
Weekly, per year

six months
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TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Catting

I

13 g55SSSg":

1.61

.51

When He Says "MY BANK " the
Phrase Means Something.
This bank is a business institution in
which every depositor is a "member
of the firm " and tieated accordingly.
W nether you have handled a bank

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

P5"

We Make Every Customer Feel That

Booklet Free on Request r

11.25

12?.

this Strong, Conservative Bank
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? FORGET IT.
WAR WITH JAPAN
idea"
between

the mitetd Stale,
at this Ultlo quarrel
is going to result in war.
and Japan over the alien land bill in California
If you have, fowl .it!
once declared the awn of his steady, aggressive goneralsh.D
(jrat
to be as wared or Inn. as he was ot
m
(he fact that I..- bWioved his enemy
Jay
th6
of California are not
WMson and Hryan. fighting the popular sentiment
the president anl
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.,,.
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.Taoanese vmier and his associate
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are doing in Tokyo And they are Having a mura
their American contemporaries.
-- as we term civiliThe Japanese are the rawest of all civilized people
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of int'olligont. development in generations.
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Races of people adopt new ideas and new methods
with centuries.
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the arts and customs
is not yet half century
""JeaeMtoi
earth's
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people. This does
the
family
the infant
it has adopled. It
old in

a

of

in

is

civilization bad;
not mean that the Japanese have not the right to date their
tl.efr own peeulia'
thousands of years. Cut they have elected to cast aside
of doing things that governs
forms and have adopted ours. It is our system
theirs.
not
the present situation,
mad- - itself greatly Ml anions
Education, as we understand it, lias not yet
system has been
the mass of the Japanese people. Their excellent school
the education of the
in operation for too short a period to have accomplished
were G.4
masses as the systems that we have educate our masses. There in 1910 and
the
of
schools
empire
in
the
children
elementary
;,!!'' Japan.se
total of over li.,,000,010
but 117 4:14 in the middle grades. This in a nation of a
in the lower
There were 17,813.852 children goim? to school
population.
the same year and 1, 1. ,..- -' in the liu,n
Stales
iu
the
I'uited
during
grades
.
schools.
to use in trying to pieve
Figures or course, are no! always good things
will show just what amoun
up a problem in human nature. But these figures
the
of
the
masse,
oeople of both nations ami
to
done
is
or education
being
cause of the
how high that education is allowed to go. Poverty !s partly the
Hut great
low enrollment in the upper grades of the Japanese schools.
men have told us that poverty is a natural child cf ignorance.
dense a state, ot
,. The fact remains that the Japanese people are in as
as they were
world
in
the
today
status
actual
their
"ignorance regarding
came
their
Coupled
to
country.
the
before
foreigner
during the fdiogunate
is as sublime
with this ignorance is a species of fanaticalor patriotism that
It leads to excesses
expression and action that no
as it is unreasonable.
western mind can fathom and which occasions the kind of ofhysteria that
established
resulted in the French revolution and in numerous upsettings

customs.
t
The ignorance and hysteria are confined almo.-.- entirely lo the uneducamen who are controlling
The
umiivil.lzation.
ted who a'-- just emerging from
the' affair of (he nation are men of the highest intelligence and education.
minds on a level with the most
They have proved their right to set their
in bringing their naachievement
wonderful
their
world
in
the
by
cultivated
srreat
to
the
power it is today.
medieval
of
Hie
ignorance
tion from
blight
know the weakness

of the people.

They know the poverty of the

They
national' treasury. With a national debt ot $l,27n,x;2,ISfi hanging over their
wumi ai
heads, and the people taxed to tin; lima, iney reuu
of over a million a day could not be carried on successfully. But the people
Therefore
bnnw that and will not understand it because they cannot
nation and the
because they know their country whipped Russia, the rich cannot
lick the
nation with Ihe largest army, they cannot see why they
United States. The statesmen in Japan know what their actual situation
is and appreciate the difficulties to the full.
The people of Japan do not know Ihe difficulties and can't understand
an insult
them. They are hysterically clamoring pgainst what they believe is
a
to their people. The groat men in Tokyo are. therefore, backed up against
wall and with main strength they are trying to ho'd back the people. Theirs
is a slippery footing because at any time the people might be able to shove
them out of office.
Which is why the first lines of this were written. Let's calm oursolves
down a bit and givo those hard fighting gentlemen in Tokyo a chance. Let
the Jingoes of America emit yelling and get bark to work. The nation
is not going to the dogs. Trust Wilson and Hryan and Chinda and Okuma and
the other brave statesmen who are breasting the tide of popular discontent
ou opposite sides of the Pacific.
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Denver has taken an advanced step. The commission form of government was adopted Tuesday, when u big vote was polled and the old political
methods and old political manipulators were relegated to the rear.
U was clean-uday in Denver and the work was most effectively done.
tight to spread until the
was
a
It
long step forward and the movement
means
It
better
of
it.
in
city government and a
is
west
the
grip
whole
nearer approach to the rule of the people, with the managament of their own
affairs in their own hands.
of govCoupled with the power of recall of a commissioner, this form
ernment comes as near to the perfection point as can be reached under our
in advance
present conditions, and the cities that adopt it w'll soon be far
or Ihose that still cling to the old political government of municipalities,
excontrolled as such government has always been by trading of favors, by
the interests of the
and
service
disregarding
for
emoluments
political
tending
citizens to carry out party, ends.
It has
It is the direct and necessary result of political government.
of the government
so.
and
be
will
by
taking
only
so.
It
been
always
always
into their own hands can the people be relieved of these oppressive evils.
The politicians of Denver fought desperately against it, as the politicians
of any city will oppose the movement, for it moans a loss of power and the
Ureakiug down of party machinery.
It means the elimination from public office of many who are unfit to ho'd
office and the forcing out of power nnd influence rf men who have no regard
for anything but inlerests directly their own.
It permits the pej
This form of government centralizes responsibility.
nnd give.?
pie themselves to place the blame for inefficiency on wrong doing
comthem a chance to right wrong and purify evil conditions without being
a
are
that
battle
powers
futile
polHical
oftimes
an
against
to
make
pelled
control.
We only hope the time may come when the eHy of Santa Fe will follov
the example or Denver and Inaugurate a commission form of government
for the control of municipal affairs.
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Secretary Hryan says that bossism is dead; but then, the secretary
in California while Wilson was attending to congress and didn't see what
was going on. Then, on the other hand, Wilson may be only the director
general.
fl

'

Whatever crops Arizona may raise next year, that of gubernatorial candidates promises to be very heavy. Hunt, the present executive, does not
look like a very promising seedling.
o

A Los Ingeles woman thinks that a divorce should be had for the asking
fee. That is the legal marriag' fee, and it always costs
ind a
v
.nere to get out than to get in.
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been extremely Bick tor the hut
month.
The doctor thinks that she is suiter
ing from arsenical poisoning, but. it
s.ich is the case, is ignorant of the
manner in which her system has taken
i:i any ot rie arsenic.
Other doctors in the village have
ihcen called into consultation, but they
me as baffled to account for It as the
It is expected that
family physician.
the Ann Arbor authorities will have
complete dt':ieir chemical tests the firs
of this weoi:.

Healthy Baby is
Precious Blessing

To Make It Healthy and Keep It Healthy Use a Reliable Babay
Laxative.
111
spite of the greatest personal
care and the most intelligent attention
to diet, babies and children will become constipated, and It Is a fact that

-
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constipation
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription will tell you

iMirinttiuiuuiLi

that it freed them from pain
helped them over painful periods in
their life and saved them many a day
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
ago for the womanly Bystem, by R.V.
Pierce, M. D., and has been sold ever
since by dealers in medicine to the
benefit of many thousand women.
Now if you prefer you can obtain Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets at
your druggist at $1 per box, also in 30c

Assist Nature
now and tlien,
uiiii a gentle
cathartic Dr.
Pierce's Pleas-an- d
Pellets tone
up and invigor-

j
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;7cin
,
Santa Fe Chapter No
WAN K
nami
1, R. A. M.
Regular range or cook stov. Apply M. ..,
second New Mexican.
convocation
Monday of earh moDth
at Masonic Hall at
FOR SALE- - At a bargain. New
7:30 p. ra.
brick. Modern. Close in, Ad- -
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wrecked many a young life. To start
with a good digestive apparatus is to
ROOMERS FLEE AS
start life without handicap.
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working bowels we must do the next
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you get what
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dollar size.
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e faciither. Conditions favor a conMnuatioi.
"The difficulty arises from
Veryjot syrup Pepsin have learned tojhonse whai caused the exrlosio':.
little of it is required and its frequent javoiti cfln,artics, salts, mineral wa-- j While the authorities believe it was j;n the case of man, even for so d re1: of fair and warm weather over Sat-- i
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uiday.
as is the case with so many other rem- - for
Dtlt temporary pood andisay it was not, and refuse io discuss: of plants and of doiuestii: animals.
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edies
the matter.
There Is, Vowever, no alternativ
THOROUGH WORK.
are a shock to any delicate system.
Thousands can testify to its merits
If no member of your family has' Tho house caught, fire and ar alarn method to suggest. 11 the lr.md is to
If you suffer from backache
l!ie selec
in constipation,
bilious-- ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would was turned in. .lust as the fire depart- - l.i improved it must be
indigestion,
From urinary disorders
and
Patrolman lion of the eminently fit as parent.''
Motorcycle
ness, sick headaches, etc., among them like to make a personal trial of It
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
reliable people like Mrs. M. Johnson, fore buvine it in the reenlar wnv of a jArthur Richards reached the scene
Use a tested kidney remedy.
7.12 Dayton St., Kenosha, Wis.
She is druggist, send your address a postal j'here was a terrific explooim Win
Doan's Kidney Pills have been testover
showered
all
thi
mother
the
of little Dorothy Johnson will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 4LYj(low Rass
ed by thousands.
ex
who was always in delicate health un- Washington St., Monticello, 111., and a if'reet. The tire department
Santa Fe people
testify.
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iof a building at SO Woodward avenue
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occupied by the Central Drug cow ere;
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Ipany, caused the tire department nuicii
trouble Sunday morning. Fumes fro..' HO; Cheyenne, 48; Dodge City. 4fi; that they had cured me of pain in my
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kidneys.
fjrauo back, caused by disordered
Attacked by Cow.
occupation try the dairy husmets if 'the burning sulphur subjected the men ilmrango, 42; Flagstaff,
Kansas C.ty. Work obliges me to sit clown a goon
Junction, 54 ; Helena, 4
Mjs, D. Hilley, while coining to you are a prospector and not located j".d several were overcome,
The fire started in the chemical de- - Ufi; Lander, 42; Los Angeles, "it; Mo 'deal and this weakened my kidneys,
town Ratiir.iav. was attacked bv one yet you had better try Portales and
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While at work
Portland, il: causing backache.
i
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of the old Mexico cows shipped in last see what sue has in store tor you.
suffered more intensely than at any
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find a remedy that would relieve me.
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Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills,
get through a fence. Except for being the irrigated farms truck and alfalfa FOUR STUDENTS AT
Forecast.
,
procured a box anrt to my delight,
badly shaken up and a few minor along with the dairy or hogs would be
For Santa Fe and vicinity:
Partlj they soon fixed me up in good shape.
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scratches and bruises she was unin- your standby and, oh well, anyhow
fair and confin During the past seven years I have
but
generally
be
will
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come and let
show you. It
jured. Logi'ii Leader.
md warm weather tonight and Satur- had no need of kidney medicine."
easier man lenmg you ana mucu
TUinen. v V . Unv .'!. Fnnr Cornell ,1,.,,
Price SO
For sale by all dealers.
A Small Per Cent.
more convincing.
Portales Herald.
For New Mexico: Tonight fair cents.
jsf udents, two men and two women.
Co., Buffalo,
Fred Sclioile is back from his sheep
!fll member? of the sophomore class warmer in southeast portion;
SaturNew iork, sole agents lor tne i tinea
Horse Thief Caught.
ranches, where he has been for sevjlost their lives in Cayuga lake whe ;day fair,
eral weeks looking after lambing oper
The vigorous advertising campaign a canoe upset somewhere hetweei.
j:t,Remember the name Doan's arm
in- - reports uie per ccul oiimstiiutea ny ieanoro Arcnuieia nisi
ations,
mow poir' ana Jtenwlck pier.
The barometer remains inactive am.' take no other.
lambs small, probably not over 65. week in searching for his noted racing
students were Mary C. X ollett
This he says is due to the fact that mare that was stolen recently resulted Middletown, N. Y, and Martha Mc
the ewes were in poor condition, at in locating the mare and colt, and a 'cormick, Troy, N. Y., students in th"
the beginning of the lambing season, saddle that had been stolen from tli College of Arts and Sciences,
w
to the hard winter throughT. E. Mitchell ranch at Albert, and tprc
,f Troy, a student in th
which they had passed. Grass is good also the capture of the thief and the Icollepp of Law, and Rhinehart Zim
from !,neVi Rochester, a student in the Co;- and the sheep are fast improving in securing of a full confession
endition, so that the later lambs are him.
ilcge ot Mechanical Engineering,
of "Corpus
The sisters and youn ladies of LorSunday will be the
News.
doing niccly.-Be- len
Jose Inez Turrieta, of near Albert,
A11 four
put out in canoe al)0ut ;, Christi" one of the great days in the efto Academy.
i
was arresteu
uesaay ana nrougni . io ( .clock last nightj jntf,mijng to padd.e noman Lainoiic cnurcn.
c
Th Larnpst ripal
ji is a uay, .......me sisters ami cniiaren ot hi Vin,..i,.
..,i xr
a., winiincic
"
to tub
nutic
am.u-.
e
w
..citv.- 1 .lie canoe was . four. J p..cAceu;iice, iur
I'uuuu uni uciti.
,,,,,1
(i i
v..
v..
ctiio,,
u t
,i-mi um.,
injiM mm.
c3 ny t His morning upside down in t li
,r itt,
The girls of the parochial school.
i i.raiiiif
lie., niait?, luu,
iuiim.1
niiu 0(,uu" nil dole of the lake about eight, miles'
iic
ui m3 ncciv,
demonstration
The sisters and children of St.
here usua'iy
lndiananolis. Ind.., and the .latter- from ajid said lie bad sold them to a- man,- --in.'i in ui in-,1.
f,.,.,v,
f i procession,
ietu u iiuau-i- i
cuiirtjif.
in Catherine's school.
...
,.,..
.,,
v...
"U
v.o.L, ....v...
tne pauaies ana not far away wer' which the lilessed Sacrament, is carThe ladies of the Confraternity of
making his home since leaving here 'miles north of Clayton, for $40.00. He itwo (,ushiongi
was
rosters Motor boats and canoes are scon ried. To visitors, this may seem an the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
in January. They are here to help
arraigned in .justice
unusual proceeding, but in view of! The ladies of the Cathedral.
close up the sale of the Santo Tomas court Wednesday, plead guilty and
the lake tonight, while searchir? the fact that many fraternal orders! The band.
oe lturbide Colony grant, which, when was held under $2,000.00 bond to await ing
and down both
larlles are moving
The children of the Soladity of St.
consummated will be the biggest land the action o' the grand jury. In de- - sides of the lake.up The universiiv i,.vo processions, it may be under-Ktn,ui
1... ...nr. .......
Af.,,
'f.,llJoseph.
.
"
r put llirougu in Ulis ecuuu;wa ui
"
0C8I
nn,ni-tt- l
ed
to
.mnW,
i
experts
Catholic countries
The boys, pupils of th parochial
the Corpus
of the country. This grant is com- - to jail Thursday in charge of Deputy
draEln tomorrow
ClirtH nrneweoinn una hna nnmn Hnu-- school.
prised of several thousand acres of! Sheriff, F. M. Hughes, of Solano, acThe alumni of St. Michael's college.
.uisa .in.--i oiiiiick ami miss .vioueu, ine centuries, out it is rarely seen in
the finest land and the deal Involves icompanied by Remegio Lopez. as
iloth memebers of the Kappa Gamnri America.
The men of the Cathedral parish.
dolmillion
like
a
quarter
something
jguard.
In Santa Fe, the City of Holy Faith.
Guard of honor to the Blessed Sac- sorority at Sage College, paddled down
to Mitche
Mr. Archuleta went
lars. Parties in the First N.o.tif nal
t0
willow
In
rament:
a
is
polnt
morning
the
ti
event
yesterday
(Messrs. A. L. Morrison, J.
day
always
great
Mr
jihe
bank and others are connected with ranch Wednesday and he an d
1,1 a
house Party, which Catholic church.
B. Lainy, Frank
Antonio
"""""'y
Gormley,
I.imtnr ivo-i- f afroi rha ctnlon nron- 11, riunl 1 lie Mnmoa f'iri7Dn
!
over Sunday, at the C. H.
On Sunday, therefore, the feast will'. lose Rael, Simon Vigil, Julio Sena,
i
jerly. Tho prisoner has the appear I88..'0
alld Z m'nFr be observed by the parish of the Juan Jose Rodrikttez, David Rodriguez,
and reputation of a "Pervert" lita lon rfC0,tEf '
Accidental Shooting.
the Co
Cathedral of St. Francis and on the Jose Manuel Gonzales and Gavino Or
!wn
because
he
can't
h'ho
steals
help
While hunting frogs in the arroyo
..
..
i
.
r.
a
l.i, a
following Sunday. June 1, by the liz.)
southeast of the city the nrst cr tiie;J.".
of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
Little girls strewing flowers,
parish
son
the
week, Theodore,
There will be two masses at. the' The altar boys with censers.
SCIENCE TO RULE
of Mr. and Mrs. Chady Pendergast, UCf O CAR
Cathedral Sunday. The first at 6 a.
Pallium bearers:
(Messrs. Trini- accidentally shot himself in the ab-- j
INSTEAD
LOUE
OF
m.
be
dad
will
mass.
low
a
J.
mass
The
Ainado
Alarid,
Gutierrez, J. T).
high
FARMERS WnlMTcO
riflo and is
domen with a'
will begin at 9:30 a. m. and will be fol-- j W ood, Charles Abreti, Carlos Digneo,
now in a very critical condition with
Boslon.M.iy 23. Prof. R. V. Yerks lcwed by the procession which will Joseph Hay ward, James Read, Luis
chances about even for his recovery.
Toneka. Kan.. Mav 23. So acute :s
of
Harvard, says the mating- in mar start from the Cathedral. It will wend Moya, Jose Dolores Garcia, Benito!
was
The young boy
using the buttjt,e 8(.arcitv of ,larveBt hana, , xp,,ct
Tom
Charles
of the future will be don,j its way to tho first altar placed at the Rodriguez.
White,
Wages
of his gun to scare up the frogs atjeti t0 be in Kansaa this
yearj w,,h tnP .through science. He says he sees the residence of Francisco
Delgado, on Eckert and Hijinio Martinez.)
the time when the rifle was accident-.AU- t
4,,
wl0at crop by mo;e than
Directors
Canon street. The second stop will
of
the
that has
any aiscnargea. ine bunet enierea per cent that the 8tate has 9VfT erown end of
be made at the Sena residence on Pal- - 'Messrs. Seferlno Aland, llilario Garand
Adam
Eve.
since
tne intestines, causing preieration ai that many fflrmers are aiready engag
In his latest theory of eugerics. of i;ce aveuue where tlie second altar will cia, Nicholas Sena, Manuel De!gndo,
tnree amerent points, ine report h)g farillhands for that work
which he is the first philosophical be erected.
Agustin Delgado, Gregorio Rael, Ignarecelvea this morning snowea some
The harvest will begin in the south Ktudoiit of high standing to jive a re-'- j
cio Moya, Jose Romero, Facundo O.- Order of Procession.
slight improvement in the patient's ein counties of the state abou June
comendation, Prof. Yerkes u.ciares it: The order of procesion will be as tiz and Pedro Ortiz.)
condition. Raton Range.
13, and the farmers, with the prospect ji the duty of the present gem ration follows:
The Blessed Sacrament with the
lot a I2o,000,oou-Dushe- l
crop, believe to provide for the next by preventing
Cross bearer and acolytes.
celebrant and priests,
A New Enterprise.
if is cheaper to get their ine.i nov crime and weakenesses
The children of the Sodality of
The Cathedral, choir under the
jf todav
A few of our enterprising citizens
and pay them for a month and a half through the careful, selection of pros- Mary.
rection of the Christian Brothers.
met Thursday evening for the purpose than it will be to take the risk of no'
of launching a new enterprise for
them when the harvest season
Santa Rosa. The object of the meet- getting
comes. In most cases agreements are
was
Is
GREAT PEACE ADUOCATE. CONFERRING
OKUMA.
as follows: being made to pay the men extra COUNT
ing
stated, which
The proposition is to iona a club for wages
season.
WITH AMERICAN MISSIONARIES IN TOKYO REGARDING
it thd harvest
uhiusements, hunting and fishing. A
How widespread will be th? demand
committee was appointed to see the
CALIFORNIA
owners of the twin lakes and other for men is indicated by the fact, that
state
on
at
hand
the
are
there
lakes adjacent and ascertain the terms already
t:ee employment bureau ca'ls fc men
upon which these lakes and sufficient for immediate work in sasranty-ninlands adjoining can be leased for a counties of the state. Permanent em
term of years, with a view to proeir
p!oyment from three to tea months
ing at least one motor boat and a num- is
guaranteed by the farmers, and in
row
of
ber
boats, erecting a dancing many
cases regular harvest wiees dur
pavilion and stocking lakes with ad- ii.g the harvest season is premised.
ditional gamo fish, etc. There is ho
Ihe farmWithout this
better duck shooting and fishing any- ers would not arrangement,
be able to hoid the men
where than at Santa Rosa. It is to be
during the harvest because iney could
hoped that all our people will take make $3, to $3 a day as harvest hands
hold of this enterprise with a will
and push it until Santa Rosa will
be a resort for hunting and fishing. GREEN WALL
Santa Rosa Sun.
inho.-itn'il-

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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meets second Tuesday each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visitwelcome.
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G. W. PRICHARD,
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in ail the District Courts
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
and gives special attention to cases
come.
before the State Supreme Court.
BENITO ALARID, President
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
j

...

H.--

.

.

oHcuiiou-nuicura-

of American Yoemen.
M e e t s second
and fourth Mo-

DR. W. HUME BROWN.

Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor.
2 and 3.
Rooms
banta Fe Lodge Phone Red 6.
No. 2, Knights of
Office Hourg g a. m. to 5 p.
And by Appointment.
Pythias meets

j

every Monday
evening at

in

lllMTCf'

8

Odd

o'clock
Fellows

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,

Hall.

All

i

g

of the
at the

ndays

month

j

KANA

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined-Sant- a
Fe, N. M branch Office, Eitaa-cla- ,
N. U.

ood

-

rn'

Brotherh-

2879,

j

""'"'"

. Chas. R. Easley,
& fcASLtV,
aw.
Attorneys-a-t

F. W. FARMER Chat, F. Easlcy,
cAbLCT
No.
Homestead

-

We
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PflYSICAN and SURGEON,

visiting
are moBt

Rooms

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
promply attended day or night.

Knights
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
K. of R. and 3.

9

rini,

i!ou-ish- ed

j

THE

SITUATION.

e

PAPER
CAUSES ILLNESS

Making It Pay.
H, S, Douthit, who in the past has
been a grain and coal man in Portales,
has launched into the dairy business
ajd to say that he is satisfied with
business so far is putting it mildly.
Mr. Douthit has started in with
head of Jerseys. At the
thirty-sipresent time he is milking only twelve
of these and the last week's record for
these twelve is certainly good.
From Saturday's milking to Friday
morning's milking Mr. Douthit sold exof pure
gallons
actly twenty-twcream. That sounds like business,
now doesn't it?
If your are a man in our community
and not satisfied with your calling or
x

o

Saginaw, Mich., May 23. Ann Arbo
specialists have been asked to make
an examination of some green wa'l
paper which has adorned one of tho
ri.oms in the August Weiss House
Frankenmuth, this county, to ascertain what substance has entered intc
the coloring matter.
The reason for this peculiar request
is due to the sickness of Mrs. Wiesr;
and the fact that the attending physician is utterly at sea to attribute the
ccuse.
Each time. the room in which thio
Count Okuma Was Once the Prime Minister of Japan and is the Leading Progressive Statesman In the Emr.spers hangs is swept, Mrs. Weiss'.-condition becomes more serious. She pire. He Has Retired From Politic and is Now President of the Waseda University. Count Okuma is the Third
:s now conlned to her bed and ha Man From the Left,

to

18-1-

OFFICE
HOUE3;
to i
a. m
to

If

2

8 p. m

7

p. m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 5833 017877.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Sanla Fe, N. M.,
April 9, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that the rol- k'Wing-nameclaimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof la
support of his claim under Sections 16
jand 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(20 Stats;, S.)4), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
M., on Jlay 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
for the S
NW
SB
NV
NW
NW
NW
NE
NW
NW
NW
SW
NE
W
SE
NE
N
NW
NE
NW
Sec. ? T. 21 N.. R.
1 W., and S
SE
SW 4 SW
NE
SE
SW
SE
SW
NE
SW
SW 1, SE
SW
SE
SE
NE
W
SW
SW
NW
SW
SE
NE
S
S
NW
N
SE
SE
SE
SW
NE
SE
NW
Sec. 34, T. 22 N.,
NW
SE
tl. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witLesses
to prove his actual cuntinuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario
of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre Garcia,
of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, of
d

di-- !

.JAPAN'S

AT-L-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Pauk Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular

j

''in

ATTORNEYS

!

;

!

lln

Fe Lodgt
regularb

o'clock
every Thursday evening at
PORPfJS PHRISTT 'PFtnPFSSIdN
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
'
WILL TAKE PLACE bUNDA Yn always welcome.

Brair-owin-

CARDS
w7

PROFESSIONAL

ODD rELLOW9,
No. 2. I. O. O. F.

Santa
J meets

'

.,.,.!..
win.

INSTRUCTIO- N- English and Span-- '
ish short-hanlessons by mail by ex-- j
perienced teaclier, ten years in Mex-- i
ico City; and who is coming to your
school
city to establish a short-hansoon. Address, Mrs. A. M. L. Came-ro1232 California SI., Denver, Colo.

WW
ing neighbors

FoBter-Milbur-

tim!..,.,i

InvK

TYPEWRITERS
ed and welcome.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
s
Ribbons and
platens furnished.
Exalled Ruler,
sold,
exchcanged
Typewriters
C. H. WILSON,
niict ipiiltirl
Stanrhinr mnl(pts hnnltprt
Secretary All
repair work and typewriters guar
Ex
anteed.
Santa Fe
Fe Camp change, Thone 231 W.Typewriter
Santa
A
W.
M.

j

.

SITI ATION WANTED A compeSanta Fo LodgeNo
P. O. E. tent, experienced lady stenographer
460, B.
Its regular in both English and Spanish, desires
hoh!
mi the en. POHlllou in New Mexico or Arizona.
in
experience
fourth lias nail ten years
and
end
Old .Mexico.
Pest
references.
Wednesday cf pact '
P. C. P.ox ni6. Denver, Colo.
dr.
1 las
V t
month.
1

-

.

N. M.

O. E,

brothers are

Till-

'

P.
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trvuiut

de-

Ac-
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Per-

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Jfewly
Hot water heat. Cse of
furnished.
cepted Scottish Rite of library. Mrs. A. K. P. Robinson CorFree Masonry meets on ner fjrant and Johnson. Tel. 270J.
the third Monday cf each month at
l.iiiii) hoys and girls in New
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
can make .."i.()0 per day during
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend, June. July and August. High school
Write at once.
students preferred.
E. C. AHHOTT, ;!2,
Venerable Master giving good references, to the Santa
K; Publishing Co. box r,:;r,, Santa Fe,
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secv.

j

so-j-

In the Diaz building, on
TO RENT
west side of plaza, several office
rooms' overlooking park.

E. U.

Santa Fe Lodge of
fection No. i, Hth
gree. Ancient and

d

1

THE WEATHER

Piano for Sale In first class condition. Call between 2 and 4 p. in. 107

p. m.

j

j

P. O. liox 204.

"K.

-

H. P.

jtXS:

SgSMI

j

thr-tnis-

north-jWar-

.!

i

Santa Fe Commapo'ery Washington avenue.
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth MonFOR RENT I room house. Large
"
day in each month at yard, line fruit, (lood location; $15
Masonic Hall at 7:30 per month. Phone .12:1 .f.

nviwitfffb,.

-

j

dress

3. A. MASS1E,

ARTHUR SKLIGMA.V,
Secretary.

c

-

I

j

1

j

WANTS

MASCNIC.

Womanhood

A.

T., & S. F. R'V
TIME TABLE

Effective January

1st,

1

9 1 J.

2

4

4

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10

p.

m.

4

4

j

2

2

4

carries passengers

to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Ssnta Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

4

4

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with. No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning,

arrive Santa Fe

12:30

a. m.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

I.aJarn,

4

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
f hould not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witness of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.

Register.

d
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Petition for a County High School.
The following petition will be elr- whi'.'U.
culated among our citizens,
with the letter which follows, explains
itself ami will' be along the line of
similar action being taken in other
counties:
iTo the Board of County Conunission-- ;
ers, Santa Fe counlv, Santa Fe, X.

elilldrenjiftvo 'finished your local

dis-- i

FRIDAY, MAY 23, 1913.
garden. Then Ellis, aged nine, caino
to help his kid brother, and when
Teddy got through with him he r
tired in disorder.
Teddy was beginning to feel better.
Put .Mrs. Granger sent him upstairs,
lie found a box of matches and o. lot
of waste paper, and in two minurca
was a member of the arson ring, In
good standing.
When the fire cepai iment had come
and gone, the Grangers called in "Dad"
( onnors, n Civil war veteran, to cope
with the situation. He carefully planned his campaign, surrounded Teddy
and tied him to the Ice box and left

WALL STREET.

PANAMA HATS
AT

A BIG

DISCOUNT

New York, May 23. Trading durinf;
TAILORED
the morning fell off considerably and owing to an overstock.
there was no sign of a continuation AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
UNTHIMMfcU
ON
bnArcS
rf the movement which raised prices price.
10, 20 and ?5 per cent discount. Don't
generally yesterday.
Standard stocks, which have been forget to get prices before purchasing
unaffected of late by liquidation
o elsewhere.
various low priced issues, seemed
more sensitive today to adverse
in
fluences although there was little pres- cure against the list, Euch business a"
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
was done was done at the expense ot
quoted values.
Reports from Europe indicated de
pression had come over the foreign
markets and some reflection of this
HAS FIRE
feeling was visible from the ouset
bore. Failure of yesterday's rise tt
create public interest in the market
Farmington, X. M., May 23. Last
discouraged bullish activity.
at about eleven thirty o'clock
right
were
Ponds
irregular.
the machine and blacksmith shop of
Suspension of the forenoon selling E. E. Otis, in connection with which
cid not help the list. Speculation be- a feed corral is also operated, caught
came stagnant and stocks showed no fire from some unknown cause and
recuperative power when pressure burned to the ground, a complete loss.
The property was valued at $2O,0OU.
stopped.
Moderate buying orders made their and insurance was held to the amount
appearance for the Harriman's and o"?G000.
The alarm was given out soon after
coalers and the market in general
Lack of detailed informa- the flames were discovered and the
stiffened.
tion regarding the continued fall in volunteer fire department rushed to
SI
and San Francisco stocks the scene, and succeded in saving sev- and bonds curbed aggressive bullish eral nearby buildings from catching
(afire. The shop was probably the largoperations.
The market closed- firm. Price.! est and best equipped machine shop
moved up steadily to the end and the in the county,
.,
list retrieved something more than t'ie
early losses. Pool operations were rich JUROR SNORED
evident in the improvement in some
DESPITE CHEWING OF
low priced copper shares.
GUM AND USING FAN.

they will be allowed to
enter the' Santa Fe city schools without paying any tuition. As the county superintendent will be
member of the count
high school
board, he will be able to secure alu- Another Carload of
able help and
along
"EMPRESS FLOUR.''
our county
many lines affecting
11.
schools, it is the wish of the board
of of education of the city of Santa Fe, h'm there.
We, the undersigned citizens
Santa Fe county and (nullified electors to extend the facilities of the city
the rope,
Teddy gnawed through
flf schools, so far as possible, to all the
tlmr.iln lifiruliv
rtntirir,,, tliu- nrfit-..wwMJ ,,...,
....WW,.,
broke out of the house and found a
Iflonnlv cnininissionprH to call an elec schools of the county, and we invite
clean kitten. He stuck the kitin securing nice,
tion for designating the high school your hearty
head first, into a can of paint and
ten,
at Santa Fe city as the 'County High for all our children, both in city and
8
it off on the front porch. Then
School" in accordance with the pro- in rural districts, the most adequate wiped
he started off on a transcontinental
means for a good education.
visions of chapter 57, laws of 1912:
tour.
"
"
Hoping that you will be able to rei0tter is as follows:
A neighbor ambushed
Teddy a- -l
as
turn
1913.
with
the
many signaSanta Fe, N. M., May 20th,
petition
4pJs:ZsZiFf-'tkicked in
him
but
took
got
prisoner,
or
a
week
)
SMTn Clerks rf School Rnni'ils of Direc tures as possible within
0
"Dad"
the shins all the way back.
ten days.
tors, Santa Fe, N. M.
Connor, awakened by the row, cot afDear Friends:
Very sincerely yours,
ter the prifoner, held a drum head
JOSE I). SENA,
At the legislative sessions of 1012
court martial and was about to adPres, Hoard of Education.
and 1913, several laws of great bene- Santa Fe, N. M.J minister corporal punishment when
fit to our public schools were passed,
the prisoner took refuge under tl.c bed
JOHN V. CONWAY,
One law provided for holding a live
where Dad wouldn't reach him
County Stipt. of Schools,
of school; another, fori
term
months'
I
When Mr. Granger returned home
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
N. M.
Roses and Carnations.
Santa
Fe,
school
in
houses;
building
assisting
ne extracted Teddy and put, hitr. in
W Bunches Tied with Class Colors
Dated May 20th, 1913.
PHONE 12.
(
and a third, to which we desire to
solitary confinement in the garret.
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